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TENU RE .OUT RAG E
By
Carrie Kulick
Editor-In-Chief
and
Timothy Driscoll
Managing Editor
At last Wednesday's meeting
of the Board of Trustees, nearly
100 conGerned parents, faculty,
and students turned' out in support of Dr. Charles Robinson, a
teach'er at the Burnell Laboratory School wh_o is in the process
of being denied tenure.
The Burnell School serves as a
model teaching laboratory for
BSC students training to become
teachers, as well" as an elemen-

tary school for children from turn the negative review.
An additional Special ComBridgewater.
on Tenure composed of
mittee
Robinson, the only teacher at
the school with a doctorate, has Dr. Robert Dillman, Dr. Murbeen working· there for almost ray Abrahmson, Ms. Mary
five years and henceforth is eligi- Myers, an outside party as
ble to be considered for tenured requested by Robinson, and Dr.
status. He initially received a Stephen Traw subsequently
negative tenure review from Dr. voted 4-1 to uphold Traw's
Stephen Traw, the principal at initial recommendation. Even
the Burnell School. As a result of though Dr. Robinson requested
this negative review, Robinson the removal of Dr. Traw from
requested that an Ad Hoc com- the Special Committee on
mittee (provided for in the Tenure due to a possible conflict
faculty union contract) consist- of interest, Executive Vice Presiing of members from the Burnell . dent Ed Meaney, whose onus it
faculty be formed to review this is to decide such matters, denied
recommendation. This commit- the request.
The recommendations of the
tee unanimously voted to over-

various committees are to be forwarded to BSC President
·,Adrian Rondileau, who in turn
will make a final recommendation to the Board of Trustees at a
later date.
An unprecedented number of
concerned faculty, parents, and
students turned out in overwhelming support of Dr. Robinson. A petition was presented to
the board, signed by members of
Robinson's 5th grade class,
beseeching them to "Save Dr.
Robinson". Several actively
involved parents of students at
the school also spoke out in
Robinson's behalf, for they have
seen first-hand the results of his

''

••

labors and effective teaching
abilities.
Bridgewater School Committee member· Paul Chouinard, a
parent of one of Robinson's
former students, summed up the
parents' fellirigs to retain Robinson " ... so that the future children
of Bridgewater will have an
opportunity to learn from such a
top-notch teacher." Bridgewater
State College student Scott Esau
presented a letter to the Trustees
signed by himself and other Elementary Education majors reinforcing the aforementioned
concerns.
Many prominent BSC faculty
Continued on page 4

RAT TRAPPED??
H,:y
Kevin Dwyer

by thirty-five legislators when
\n\i;<)<:.\u<::i~d.

*The Commissioner of
\n<.-:.un\.nce would ~romo\g,ate. a

The 'biJI would also make · ..pJan ofoperatiQn" t:prthe J lJ A.
t.-'Dram-Shop" liability statutory The· bill sets a date of June .l,
Two weeks ago, it was m the Commonwealth. Cur- 1985 for the establishment of the
reported here that the .Rat wiH rently, Massachusetts has com- plan. This date is, however,
close on May 20 at 12:01 a.m. rn 0 n , I aw "Dram sh 0 p" dependent upon swift enactment
That still stands~ However, the guidelines, imposed by .the State of the bill.
*The JUA would be govlarger issue of the RaCs reopen- Supreme Court. (Dram-Shop
ing in. September or sometime . liability is the precedent under erned by a board of directors
thereafter has yet to be resolved. which a. bar can be held reponsi- consisting of thirteen members:
drunk driving patrons eight representative!; of the
"As you may recall, the entire ble
problem centers on insurance: involved in automobile insurers, four representatives of.
those holding licenses to sell and
·more specifically on the Rat's accidents.)
alcholic beverages, one
serve
bill
the
of
_conditions
Other
liabilinability to get their liquor
insurance producer.
include:
ity coverage continued.
*Policies shall be for the
*Caps of $500,000 per perSince our last issue, steps have
been taken to help alleviate this son and $1,000,009 per incident term of one year.
Said Dr. Rick Veno, Director
problem. Massachuseets State plaCF·d on recoveries against
Senator Linda Melkonian, Co- licensees (restaurant or bar of the BSC Student Union,
chairperson of the Senate Insu- owners) by individuals injured "Many things have to happen
ranee Committee, .has intro-· by the actions of an intoxicated before t.his legislation is passed
and we get our coverage."
duced legislation that would patron.
Dr. Veno ajtended the April 9
*A one year statute of limcreate a joint underwriting assoconcerning this bill at
hearing
"Dramon
imopsed
itations
liability
liquor
for
ciation (JUA)
coverage. This proposal-Senate Shop"actions(oneyearfromth e the Stae House., He told The
. ·:ominued on page J
bill No. 2165".'was cosponsored date of the incident).

Staff Writer

for

- Don MacMunn and his dog Honey pose· during the Hearing Dog
·
Demonstration

AWARE NESS '85
"successful"

Overall the program, titled
.
By
Awareness '85, was successful.
Roger Spring
This success was largely due to
Staff Writer
the efforts of c.oalition members
During the w~ek ,preceeding Mea Audino· and Sandy GeroEaster (April I to April 4) the koulis, who along with· Nancy
Disabled_ Awareness Coalition, Clay and Patti Lynch of the Stuworking in cooperation with the dent Service Office, were responStudent Service Office, spon- sible for most of the planning
sored a variety of events which and production.
were aimed at increasing aware---- Turnout for the physicalaciivness and understanding of some ities, which included a wheelof the many problems encoun- chair obs~acle course and a
tered by handicapped students: ·nearing· dog demonstration~ was

very good. Many students
expressed their new found .
understanding .of handicapped
students'- problems to Ms.
Audino . after participating in
one· of the events.
Disappointing however, were
the· small audiences 'that showed.
up for the guest speakers and the
unexpected lack of participation
·on the part of faculty me~bers.
·The members of The :O~<f'
Awareness Coalition and the
Student Services Office would
like to express their gratitude to
those who took the time to· get
involved and to encourage them
and anyone else who wishes, to ·
participate in their Wheelchair
Basketball Game, tentatively
rescheduled for May 2nd.
Many of . the events were
videotaped and will be played on
the televisions in the Student
Union foyer in the coming
weeks.
! ;
;. ·;··'!
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letters to the editor ~ ••

A few months ago a friend of ours, William Schmiedel, was
taken from us tragically in an automobile accident. In his memory ..
we have established the William Schmiedel Memorial Fund to be
given to a student in the field of Sports Training. We would like to.
raise a minimum of $1.000 in order to have an ongoing a ward and
our goal. In order to help ·
plaque, however, we are far short
raise the money we have organized a raffle in which there will be a
$75.00 1st prize, $50.00 2nd prize and $25.00 3rd rize. We hope
· that you will consider giving to this very meaningful and worthwhile cause. Conributions in his memory may be made to the
William Schmiedel Memorial Fund B.A.A. and brought to room
10 in Wood Hall or to the table in front of the book store in the
Student Union from 10:00-12:00 during the weeks of April 16
through April 26.
Thank you.
Timothy J Pappalardo
Tyler Laughridge
Jeanne Douglas
(fundraisers)

of

Dear Editor,
This letter is written in
response to an article which
appeared in the April I issue of
The Comment. The article, written by Kevin Dwyer.was titled
"Rat To Close" and appeared on
the front page.
Jn the article, the insurance
companies were held entirely
responsible for the possibility of
the Rat closing. However, it
seems that in this case the insu~
ranee companies are being scapegoated for something that is
not actually their fault.
With the passing of the DramSho~ Act, bars can nowb~ he\dt
patrons driving while intoxicated. For this reason bars are
now high risk clients for irnmra nce companies. with the possibility that huge claims can be
filed against them. Thus it is only
natural.that insurance com panies be reluctant to. cover ban
such as the Rat, since they must
protect their own interest.
It is important to remem bet
who implemented this law and
why. Elected officials voted on
and passed this law.They were
motivated by public outrage
concerningthe countless injuries
and deaths caused by irresponsible people who drive when
they're drunk. It's . easy and
tempting to point the accusing
finger at insurani;e companies.
but it would be more approp"'.
riate to blame those who are
really at fault. If there were less
accidents, if that minority of
people.who cause these accidents
could become more responsible
with their drinking ,or could be
identified apd stopped before
- they got behind the y;heel, tfiere
would be no need for the DramShop Act. Then great college
bars like the Rat wouldn't have
to close.
Roger Spring

Carrie Kulick
William Schmiedel

sunerl
The views expressed as Commentaries and Letters to the Edi·
tor are soley the opinions of th1
author, .and are not necessari~r
those of The Comment, its Edi·
tors or its Staff.

Deadlines

COMMENCEMENT

Editor-in-Chie f
Congratulations are in order for Michelle Lombardo, the newly
elected Editor-in-Chief of The Comment for the fall semester. She
is curr~ntly acc~p~ing applications for several positions (sports,
entertamment, hvmg, and news editors, as well as for business
~anager). Writers are still and will always be needed!! If your
mterested come down to the office and see what its all about.
There are plenty of opportunities available.
I would like ~t this time to give the entire staff a great big pat on
~he back for domg a "damn good job" in writing and getting this
issue together. The countless hours they put in of their own time
often ~o~s .u~appreciated by the college community. These
dynamic md1v1duals have grown in skill and in style. Even in the
final race towards the end of the semester, these people are still
giving their 180%.
E~en though I may not say it as often as I should, I appreciate
the time a;°'d effort (especially of the die hard Sunday night/ Monday mornmg crew). Special thanks to Tim Driscoll trusted friend
an~ M.E. without whom I and this paper wouid fall apart ;
Michelle Lombardo, News Editor, headline pumperouter and
Speedy Goq_zalis on the compsetter; Cisco Meneses, the Business
· 7·rkovits, dedicated doer
·
os·e o tomorrow; oug Benson",
ony. agen, e . owat
most ~mproved player on the team; and others such as Kristina
~~.bbms, ,,Russell Taylor Doherty, Christie Maher, Jay Fas.c1, IGGY - I mean Peggy Hayes; Dan UPI Grinnell; and all you
other cool people who make this all worth it (I think!). I'm proud
of each and every one o.f these people, as you should be. They are
Bridgewater's finest. (many more than I ever thought there would
ever be )-The Comment Staff!! ·
Have a nice day!!

FridaY,.May 24
Attornev

DONALD HADGE

11:00 a.m.

697-1350
Every Tues. & Thurs.
3-1 PM
Place:
S.G.A. Office
or

Council Chambers

Free to All
B.S.C. Students

Editor~ In-Chief

Carrie Kulick
Managing Editor
Timf:!thy Driscoll
News Editor ;
· Entertainment Editor
. Sports Editor
Layout and Design
Photography Editor
Circulation ·

Michelle Lombardo
Russell Dougherty
Anthony Fagen
Francisco J. Meneses
Pammie Berkovits
Dave Cormier

Staff: Douglas Benson, Roger Spring, Kristina Robbins J~anne

Business Manager

~lasqu~.nelli, Pei~re J?ill~an, Sandy Scoppettoulo, Ellen Harnish,

LAST DAY TO CHANGE MAJOR

*

'APRIL 19

*

All students who wish to change their major for
pre~registration must follow this deadline. if they are·.
in their, new
to·· be given advisers
. department.
.

Pa:fflm1e Berkov1t~, Kevin Dwyer, Laurie Ves.pa, Mark Avery,
Peggy Hayes, Phll MacDougall, Greg Mathis, Dan Grinnell
Laura Clark, Pat Moynihan, MikeJankowski, Laura Sironen:
R~ssell Dougherty;Shan Crete, Mike Storey, Ellen Chevalier,·
·.·
·
·
·
Kim Murphy

.Francisco J.. Meneses
Advertising Manager

Roberta Bena ,

. · S ·- ·· • · .f
newspaper serving the academic. _community of Bn'd gewater
The· Comment" is a student supported and operated weekly
tate College.
.•
. . .
.
.
Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-ii:i·Chief in Consultation with the Editorial Board. Re-publication of all materia~ herein is
.
· f ·
All materials submitted become
prohibite..,d without the,expressed. written permission
. the property o The Comment.
.
·
. Editor-in-Chief:
.
. . ofthe
.
d
Letters to the Editor are encouraged, but may be limited to.250 word<!"!' iess and should. be typ.ed Letters. • class"fied
1 1 ,a verttsements and all
•

. .

. . T heComment
other written maierials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available upon requ..est Any peroon w·ts h"tngtoJom
·
should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or the Managing Editor. All correspondence should be addressed to The Comment,
Student
2158.
ext.
l!mon Building, Bridgewater State College, Bridirewaier,MA 02324. Telephone: (61?)6?7-1200,
•
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''Nothing New ,Not Eno ugh"
By
Dan Grinnell
Staff Writer

.

fo

His tory Day
By
Bob Wall
Contributing Writer
On March 30, a History Day
was hosted by Bridgewater State
College. Sponsored by the
Council for the Social Studies at
the local, state, and national levels, History Day recognizes
superior academic achievement
in the social studies. The entries
are evaluated according to the
,,.--~le~"-·eL of

junior high, or senior

high. The entries are divided into
the four catagories of media,·
performanc es, projects, and
papers. The winner and runnerup in each category will go to the
state competition held at Salem
State on April 27. The finalists
from the state competition are
sent to Washington~ D.C. for the
national contest.
This year entrants were
required to incorporate t~e
theme "Triumphs and Traged1es"in their work. Several interest-

ing and informative entries from
the over 100 contestants from
area schools was the result.
Comput~rs, The Vietnam War,
and the Archduke Ferdinand
were but three of the wide variey
·
of topics.
Coordinator Micheal Lombardo, Head Judge Sue Szackowitz and Host Professor John
Myers are to be congratulate d
for running such an efficient
competition. Thanks are also

WANTED
EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE
3 Evenings a wk. / 3 - 9 pm
5 month old twins/ trans. necessary
Call before 2 pm 947-1218

START YOUR CAREER NOW

Earn money and work on Fortune 500
Companies' marketing ·programs .on
campus. Part-time (flexible) ti.ours each
week. We give references.
Call 1..SOO- 243~79

Lo~al

FAMILY DAYCAR E
needs.· assistant
• For the Summer •
8 hrs. per/wk
Hours & Salary Negotiable··
·
Transportat ion Provided
Education Major/ or
Someone who likes children

697-2168

a~er

5 pm

~~

SPECIALIZES IN RESUMES
'
Since 1981 our principals have been preparing resumes and advising clients o~
;ob hunting, interviewin g, and care~r. progress. We offer a f~ll range of very·~
affordable services: from resume wntmg to career consultat1 0n.

It all begins with a personal i~t~~view... And thats FREE. Give us .a·call and t~en
clip out the coupon below for a 10 percent discount on any service we provide.

10% Off

The time tq begin your
Career Search is NOW...
Not June or Septembe r.

.

CALL TODA Y 697-2 453

,IQi'laf!-&6.iM?Cb.i

P.O. Box 73, Bridgewater , MA 02324

·
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Russi an R q{fle

But a properly presented resume can get you an'
and that's what a resume should be designed. to do!

IT'S A FACT:

=-·-=*1 *"''
=

A JOB!
A RESUME CAN'T GET YOUinterview
...

Wittd

By

Michelle Lombardo
News Editor

See next week's issue of The
to The Comment since the dee\~u\\ story."\
Comment foT the
· n i.nc\ud\n Professor Tom........,...............
, ..........,....,.,,.......,,.., ..,,.,.,,..,....,,..., ...............~
......................................
g
,
s\ 0

who sacrificed their Saturday to
volunteer as judges and hosts.
And a special thank-you to the .
Student Union, whose excellent
facilities made History Day such
a success. History Day is . a
reminder to all that schq,fl'ship
and achievement is alive.ancl well,
in our area schools.

National company ha~
immediate openings for college
students. Full and parttime.
Flexible hours. Above average
earnings. Scholarship bonuses.
Can lead to high level
managerial position upon
graduation. 584-8892 or 1-800322-4421

3

Lee, Athletic Director Bo Ruggeiro, and SO A President Denis
Lawrence, have all stated that
they support the open forum. .
Another change in the format
The controversy surrounding
committee will follow was
the
Fee
the policies of the Athletic
Committee, as reported by The made to insure that all commitComment April l, has broken. tee members have enough time
Concessions have been made by to examine the budget before the
all sides and the disagreements final vote. The new policy ends
have lessened. Very helpful to the practice of an eight member
the situation was the April 2 budget subcommitte e and replaAFC meeting, to which this ces it with a budget committee of
reporter was invited. Although all fourteen AFC members,
some members of the committee except President Rondileau. The
were hostile to the concerns expanded budget co~mitte will
raised, most found the points give all members of the AFC
valid. The meeting was the first equal voice and allow for a more
time that the committee had met varied input into the preliminary
as a whole to discuss the issues budget preparations .
Further, it appears that
that touched it.
The most vi:tal area of settle- BAIRS or a like minded organiment concerned the granting of zation will be reinstated within
an open forum, in which stu- the Athletic Department . Two ,
'dents may voice their concerns AFC members will be selected
to the AFC. The forum was from the group, using the stuagreed to unanimously by the dent election procedures estabcommittee. It will allow students lished by the SGA. BAI RS
n will maintain the
Professor Emeritus Dies to appear at a special session, reorganizatio
view the proposed preliminary composition of the AFC.
Lastly, in response to accusaGeorge Henry Durgin, 91, the budget, and state their opinions.
namesake of Durgin Hall, died This forum, however, is not tions made previously that the
recently at his life-long home in meant to be used as a question budget was kept secret, The
Exeter, New Hampshire. He had and answer period. Following Comment met with Mr. Rugbeen a professor of mathematics the special session the budget geiro and reviewed this year's
here at the colJege before return- committee will again move into a Athletic Budget. In the convering home in 1964.
closed meeting and continue sation that ensued, Mr Ruggeiro
He was a graduate of Har- deliberating. These deliberations explained how budget requests
vard. class of 19 I 5 and served in will culminate in a vote to are made by the Department and
the Navy during both World recommend or not to recom- answered the questions put to
Wars. A military burial service mend the proposed budget to him citing department policy,
was held at Exeter Cemetary on President Rondileau. Those charge sheets, and receipts. [The
process was ex-plained in deta\\.
committee members who spoke
April 4, 1985.

extended to the area teachers,
BSC faculty, ~nd BSC students

COLLEGE STUDENT S

~omment

Issues Res olve d

leading a thirteen member congressional delegation. O'Neil is
hoping that the trip will create "a
close bond of friendship'~. He
met with Gorbachev for four
hours in talks that ranged from
arms control to human rights.
Gorbachev was given a letter
from Reagan that contained the
desire for a summit meeting. In a
news conference O'Neil stated
that there were ''real opportunities" for trade and cultural
expansions between the two
nations.
In a related story, the Netherlands has again stated that it will
accept its share of American
cruise missiles if the number of
Soviet missiles increases. That
nation will take 48 missiles if
there are more Soviet missiles
this June that there were last
June. The US State Department
claims that the number has
increased. A western diplomat in
Moscow expressed the opinion
that the Soviet offer was made to
appease the Dutch.

TASS has called the Reagan
rebuttal part of an "irresponsibl e
and dangerous policy". The
news agency also said the United
{Compiled from UPI sources)
States is using "stale arguments"
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorba- of missile superiori~y. The Soviet
chev has offered to unilaterally government has accused the
halt deployment of medium Reagan administrati on of hav·range missiles aimed at Europe. ing no interest in peace. The
He also announced his accep- Soviet Union is claiming that
tance of an offer to attend a sum- Reagan does not want arms
mit meeting with President reduction or an end to the arms
Reagan. Gorbachev called for race. White House spokesman
the United States to also halt Larry Speakes is trying to end
deployment of its medium range the rhetoric by stating "the escamissile, the Pershing-Z, and the lation stops here". He is downcruise missile. TASS, the Soviet playing the entire incident saying
news agency, has given plenty of it will have no bearing on the
attention to Gorbachev's plan.
arms talks in Geneva and the
President Reagan has dis- possibility of a summit meeting.
counted the Soviet offer. He has ·
Meanwhile, the arms talks are
called the offer "nothing new" in their sixth week. Both sides
not enough". Robert are holding to the agreed upon
and
McFadane, National Security news blackout. Sources from
Adviser, has said this offer is the both sides, however, report the
same thing that was discredited negotiations have made little
two years ago. The White House progress.
has stated that a freeze would
In Moscow; Speaker of the
lock in a 10 missile superiority House Thomas "Tip" O'Neil is

The

THE BEARER OF THIS COUPbN
IS ENTITLED TO

10% OFF
ANY SERVICE PROVIDED BY

Cf/Jd -~eMthtee6
10% OFF

By
Yvette Swain
Contributing Writer
The Russian Club has had a
very successful semester so far
and is sure to continue along the
same path. One event that has
made the club so successful is the
recent raffle·that so many of the
student body were generous
enough to participate in. The
lucky winners all happen to· be
resident students, two from
-~Rodward _Hall and one from
" cirea t Hill.
The three chosc-':l winners are
· all from .different .hometowns,
and all had different reactions to
' winning. The third prize winner
. was Linda Cabana of Pawtucket, Rhode Island. On April
t, Linda was ·the first to be
informed of her prize, and as a
result she exclaimed "ls this an
April Fools joke?! Get. outta
here!!" Linda took some time to
persuade, but she since h~s
accepted her prize- a $10.~0 gift
~~rtificate to the Joppa G~11l.
f"The second pnze winner,

Christine Powers: lives in Walpole when. not on campus. Christine was "suprised" that her
name was chosen out of the
many entries .and has happily '
accepted her prize- a walkman.
The first prize winner, Susan
Haines, resides in Westwood
when not on campus. Susan was
the last to be informed of her
prize, but was not in the least
unhappy about that fact. Her
reaction to winning the grand
prize was one of ".shock". However, Susants "shock" did not
disable her from accepting the
.
prize- $100.00 cash.
None of the girls were. disappointed in the fact that they had
purchased a ticket from the Russian Club Raffle. Their comments ranged from "extremely
glad" to "the smallest steps are
often the biggest.,, Thus, these
comments have proven t11 the
Russian Club members that the
raffle was undoubtedly one of
the most successful, if not the
most successful raffle on campus
this semester.
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S. A. M. S.

Aud itor
to
Spea k

The Society for the Advancement of Management Science

Lecture Series
presents--

Ray Shamie
Self made millionaire
Founder of Metal Bellows Corp.
Monday, April 22

7:00 p.m.

State Auditor' John F. Finne- Community Services, and Jack cally aimed at students. This
gan .&'will be at the President's Hughs of th_e State Auditor's
cou Id o f+ier an excellent opporC
OUTRAGE
· f or all Accounting, BusiB onierence Room, third floor offi"ce. The Institute offers tumty
·f·
. I
. 1·
d
oy~en Hall on Wednesday, instruction for professionals in ness Management .and P-0l1"t·1·cal
spec1 ic goa s, guide mes, an
Apnl 17 at 10:00 A.M. to
·
·
· h
several areas of financial man- Science maiors to meet with the
met h od s f or improvement m t e
announce
that the Auditor's
.
.
:J
.
d
b
D
agement,
mcludmg contracts, State Auditor
and his represent
eval ua ion process use
Y r.
Institute, am. anagement tra1·n1'ng
T
record s management, account- tatives to gather first-hand inforraw.
d
D
program for public and private ing and audit policies and mation concerning the role of
A letter addresse to
r.
sector human service p. rofession- procedures.
·
.llman
from
Burnell
·
Rob ert Dl
the auditor's office and other
als, will beg1·n here on Apr1·1 25.
.
Brad
Vittum,
a
senior
Poli-Sci
· t d
t.
teachers Judith Decker, Diana Joining Fi'nnegan w-i'll be B.S.C.
.
careere ques ions.
major here at Bridgewater, is
c o ffeeonen
d d
h
·
Draheim, Wayne Phillips stated
President Rondileau, B.S.C.
an
oug nuts will be
.k
actively
seeking
students
to
se
ed
a
d
·
f
1
·
t hat :·we wou ld l1 e. to express Board of Trustees Chai'rman
rv
n an m orma quest10.
. d
. .
attend
the
session,
even
though
n/answe
·
d
·11
f
11
h
our distress an contmumg con- Robert Cahill, David Wilson of
f.
"fi .
r peno w1 o ow t e
1_
1-_ _
cern about what we perceive to _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
th_e_ln_s_ti_tu_t_e_i_ts_e_l_1_s_n_o_t_s_p_e_c_
an...,.n..::.o_u_n_c_:e_:m:::.e.:..::n:::_:t~.
_
_
_
_
_
_
11
be the deterioration of· faculty
morale at the Burnell Campus
School. The latest, in a long list
of di&ruptive decisions made byDr. Traw, 'is the denial of tenure
How does one develop and Dubois. "We also want to work about the importance of
to Dr. Charles Robinson. Not
implement an appropriate per- develop an increased awareness maintaining one's physical wellonly does this decision exascersonal fitness program? What of the importance of maintain- being," said Dubois. uFor that
bate the morale problem but it
co'nstitutes nutritionally sound ing a healthy lifesty .~ through- reason, this course was espeputs into jeopardy the successful
eating habits? How do these out one's life. People are more cially developed for the noncontinuation of our relationship
behaviors contribute to a likely to permanently incorpo- Pbys.-Ed. major."
with the laboratory shcool."
healthy
lifestyle? The answers to rate behaviors like excercise and
"Once people leave college,
Labor grievances were filed by
these and similar questions can good nutrition if they are given many of the supports needed to
· both Robinson and tl:le far:=ulty
be found in a new course titled the opportunity to be self maintain an active ..• lifestyle
union, although no action has
"Fitness for Life" which is being directed through appropriate become less available. You can't
yet been taken by the Board of
offered next semester by the learning experiences."
simply trot over ~o the college
Trustees~ The next step lay With
department of Health_, J;>hysical.
The three credit course pro- gym for an afternoon of pick-up
~$C Presid~nt· Adrian .. RQndi. nale basketball. This course attempts

Cont. from pg. I

TENURE

1.

members (including Judith
Deckers, Diana Draheim,
Edward James, Michael Kryzanek, and William Murphy)
made statements as to the high
level of professionalism practiced by Robinson. They collectively questioned the wisdom of
the denial of tenure to him, as
well as the process by which the
recommendation was made.
Said Professor Charles Fanning
of the English Department, "This
is a man who positively radiates
enthusiasm for his profession of
teacher and passionate commitment to the education of his students .... I would be ashamed of
my own association with an
institution that would deny
tenure to Dr. Robinson, and l
speak out now to do what I ~an
to prevent such an injustice. n
Assistant Professor David
Patterson, a teacher at the Burnell School and a long-time colleague of Robinson, pointed out
to the Trustees thr. need for a

process. He asked President
Rondileau "Why is there net an
evaluation for Dr. Traw?" In an ,
. interview with .The Comm~nt,
Patterson explained that he felt
the difficulties arose as a result of
lack of communication. Jn
Traw's sincere quest for achieving the highest standards possible for a model ::;chool, he has
focused on the weaknesses· of
teachers rather than upon their
strengths. Patterson als'O·
pointed out the general lack of

.Personal Fitn ess
1
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Dr. Traw was not available for
comment on the matter. Rondileau, in a telephone interview
with The Comment, stated that
it would be inappropriate at this
time to make a statement since
he has yet to review any of the
committee recommendations, ·
and a1so due to the confidential
nature · of. these· recommendations..
.Look for more details in forthcoming issues of .The Comment.
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DD

Do you want to be the
only one who knows
when you use an early
pregnancy test?

DD

Would you prefer a test
that's totally private
perform and.totally
private to read?

o·o
DD

·

provides laboratory
which will enable the student to
assess his/her fitness status
"We believe that. Physical
Education majors get a clear
message throughout their course

·

phsical needs.••
"Fitness for Life" (PY-200) is
being offered Fall Semester 1985
at 10:00 A.M. on MWF.

.

i

I
I ·

TEL 6_97-9390

I

With this coupon

Tropical Fish *Birds
23 CENTRAL SQUARE
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324

~~&~~·~•
Dog & Cat Supplies

~dMCI.D.

Excluding discounted items
&

. OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1985
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Aquariums

And how about a simple,·
one-step test with a dra·
rnatic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%

accurate?

i
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I
I
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Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carrv it with you and
read it in private?

· _Our n.ew West BriclgeU)ater. Store· is only 10 min.utes away at
2:8 & 106 in West Bridgewater.
.
We ar~ open until 9:00 P:m. seuer:i nights,·perweek, and we
feature thefrnest and most tasty rce cr~arh you've ever had, as well as
the freshest a~d finest bakery p~oducts anyµihere ..
the.Junction~/ Rtes

Save 10% on any purchase with -thi~ ad!

/''

ALL BREADS • ROLLS SLICED ON PREMISES
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STUDE NT SPECIA L!
I
PILGRIMPE TCENTER
20% OFF
I

Onetestwhereonly
you ,know the.score.
No

"'·

this course was to attempt _to
meet the .growing demand for
sound information about physical fitness programs," said
Health, - Phys. Ed. and Rec.
Department Chairperson Paul

P~----------------------~1I
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HINGHAM

88 Country Way

Hingham Centre·

545-5989
Open 7.9

Open 7.9

749~5249

DUXBURY
Hill's Corner
934-0246
Open 7 A.M.-6 P.M.

HANSON
Rtes. 27 & 58
293·1313
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By
Dan Grinnell
Staff Writer

Compiled from UPI sources
Hundreds ofthousands of Europeans demonstrated for peace
over Easter Weekend: In England over twelve thousand people
form~d a human cham around the Molesworth Military Base.
Despite the rain the demonstrators turned out to place daffodils
and peace symbols on the fence surrounding the base. Police
reported at least 19 arrests. The Royal Airforce Base, 60 miles
north of London, will be the home of more American nuclear
"
missiles.
In Germany, thousands of people turned out for dozens of
~ntinuclear weapons qemonstrations in many West German cities. Hundreds of blue balloons were sent aloft carrying silohouttes
?f the dove of peace on them. The largest single demonstation
mvolved over 30 thousand people at a Pershing-2 missile training
base.
The _In.dia~ government has filed suit against the Union Carbide
corporation ma New York Federal Court. The government is
acting on behalf ofthe 1700 people killed and the 200,000 injured
when an underground storage tank in Bhopal leaked deadly gas
last December 3rd. The suit states. that the damages could be so
huge that they can not be determi_ned. Union Carbide has made no
comment and is waiting until it has a chance to study the suit.
.<?perations are return.ing to normal after a bloodies coup by the

~mhtary that usted President Jaafar Numeiry of Sudan. The mil1ta~y .~overnment has pr~m~sed it will hand over the leadership to
a c1v1ha~ govern~ent w1thm a "reasonable time". Strikes by the

labor umons, w~1ch led to the overthrow, are now being called

t~eason ai:d pumshable by death by the new regime. Communicat1o~s, which were out, have been restored and most shops and

busmess7s are open as usual. The airport remains closed.
Numeirx who was in the United States at the time of the
takeover, said he had no plans to return to Sudan. The State
Department has ~~ expressed any opinions on the new regime. A
spokesma1:1 says it 1s too early to determine the political orientations. It will continue to deliver $75 million in aid to that nation.
Ui_iited ~ations Secretary General Javier Perez De Cuellar
coi:tmues ~is goodwill trip to Iran and Iraq. His efforts met with
:--- resistance m Iran as leaders said the war will end only when the
government of Iraq• is overthrown. He is. currently meeting Iraqi
·
leaders in Baghdad. Iraq is calling for a peace treaty to end the
four and a half year gtilf war. Iran has declined to negotiate a
treaty. Iran is ~!aiming that eleven ~fits soldiers were killed by .
·
mustard, cyamde, and nerve gases m four areas. Iraqi did not
respond to t~e charge of usi~g g~s but did .claim that Iraqi jets
attacked a ship near an Iranian oil terminal. There has been· no.
independent confirmation.
Charges of arms smuggling and d~g trafficking have been filed ·
·against drug kingpin Rafael Caro Quintero. Mexican authorities
believe he is the organizer behind the kidnapping and murder of a ·
US drug enforcement agent in Mexico.
Lebanese religious and political leaders are meeting in the port
city of Sidon in the hopes of avoiding an all out war iri that nation.
Christian and Moslem militia were battling each· other in both
Beirut and Sidon. The Lebanese army was fighting Drui:e Moslems in the mountains east of Beirut. The fighting continued
despite a call for a cease fire. It is the tenth anniversary of the civil
war in Lebanon.

CENTRA L
Restauran t
Steak House
& Pizza
We pffer ,.you the most complete
menu in Bridgewater, everything
from Steak to Pizza, Wine ·andBeer.
A.II at a price .affordable to you. ·

An alternativer------$! !!!!!1
Wine & Dine
to cafeteria
cuisine:'

5

RAT
Comment, "At the hearing, various people gave testimony on
both sides of the issue. The State
Restaurant Owner's Association
was in favor of the bill. Against it
were the Massachusetts Bar
Association, the State Association of Trial Attomies, and
Mothers Against Drunk Driving, also known as MADD.
They argued tha the bill would
take away impetus for license
holders to act responsibly, if they
can always get insurance." But
he added, "Many spoke in favor
of the bill. This issue will be
settled in the interests of the
hotel/ motel, restaurant industry. They're the people who'll
really be affected if the JU A fails
to pass in the Legis1ature."
Dr. · Veno did concede that
"Our position in the scope of this
whole situation is very minor.
But we're a part of this effort,
too. I don't want anybody to
think we're playing -lead on this
issue."
In September, wheth~r we
have cover::'.ge or not-the Rat
will have a full staff and will continue all of the services we currently offer. As soon as we get
our coverage, we'll start serving
alchohol."
When asked to speculate on
the possibility of the Rat getting
coverage by September, Dr.
Veno replied, "I'd say there's a
fifty-fifty chance right now."
This issue has ·far reaching
~amifica~ions. The groups
involved m the lobbying effort
are major league organizations.
While the fate of the Rathskeller
remains in the hands of other
much larger parties, its interest~

SpedalStudent and
Youth Fares to

SCANDI NAVIA
Airlines!
On Scheduled
The inexpensive way to get to
Scandinavia and other
destinations in Europe
and around the world too!
For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Specialists in youth
and student travel
for more than a decade.
17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017
(212) 986-9470

KAPPA PHI
OMEGA
is sponsoring a

CAR WA.SH
only $2.00

Saturday April 20th,
10am-4prn

are hanging in the balance.

lf

y~u

at the

lcel a strong urge 11.>r

personal involvement, sit down'
and write your State Senator or
Representative .. Tell _them your
opinion on Senate Bill no. 2165.
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-.: : Brid.t!ewater

GIVE US TIME
TO REPAY YOUR LOAN.
If you've goneto college.ona
National Direct Student Loan, aGuar-anteed Student Loan or a Federallv
Insured Student Loan made after'
October I, 197 5, and yourloanis not
in default, here's a way to get your loan
.
~
repaid~ . ··
Use the Armis Loan Repayment
program. Each year you serve on active
duty reduces your indebtedness by
one..-third or $1500, whichever amount
is greater. In a three-year enlistment,
you el.iminate your debt.
Additionally, you could learn a
valuable skill and take advantage of
many other Army opportunities. If you
have the time, we have the money.
Check it out with your Army Recruiter.
..

SFC JOHNKEMP
6 Trescott, St.
Taunton, Mass.
Tel. 822-4291 .
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Dr. Singer On

Clinician assisting child in Kenesthetic orientation skills.

On February i 6, the Child- and psychological.
ing for these programs, but the
ren's Physical Developmental
Fr~s~ration develops in the effort should include the federal
Clinic was honored with the child as his physical ability grad- government more. It is not
presence of Dr. William Singer, ually declines. Singer tells us that working to the advantage of all
who is a neurologist from Medi- often the self-esteem of these the students because of the lack
cal Neurology Associates, children declines as their physi- of money.
Brockton, Ma. Dr. Singer gave cal ability does."We are dealing
The financial aspect of this is
us a· practical medical overview - with a low self-image, so perfor- not the only frustration for the
of muscular dystrophy, with an mance will be down thus loosing family. As the children with
emphasis on physical and psy- · willingness to try. It is here muscular dystrophy get older,
chological needs.
where professionals and family and their physical ability
Muscular dystrophy is a pro- members must intervene. We declines they become more
gressive deterioration of the must give these children some- dependent _on the family
members. Some need continues
muscle fibers, which occurs as a thing to strive for.
Singer gave us examples of twenty-four hour care this conresult of holes in the muscle fibers. Dr. Singer explains that things that some of his" clients stant supervision can literally
"even though the title muscular have done. One client, with only "wear out" family members.
Singer stresses counseling as
dystrophy is given. each of these a few years left in his life , comchildren are very different pleted the requirements for his an aide for both the family and
because there are so many engineering degree. He attrib- the client. Peer group interaction
types." The most prominent type utes this success to the fact that for the client aides in social comof muscular dystrophy that was "people never gave up on him, he petence. For the parents coundiscussed was Duchenes. This was continuously involved in seling and socialization with
parents in similar situations is a
disease is most commonly found new interests and activities."
Another story was of a client positive outlet.
in boys and it differs in severity.
In closure Dr. Singer again
He also told us that there is no who went to a faith healer and as
cure for any of the forms ofmus- a result began to walk again. stresses the quality of life issue.
cuiar dystrophy yet. but life This client walked for about a Although their lives are· shorter,
expectancy has been increased year. The point here is that this their lives can be enjoyable and
though extensive medical care, client had something to believe meaningful. It is up to all who
come in contact with the child.
psychotherepy and personal in and it worked.
Frustration can be seen in the We must "give this child someconcern.
The life span of individuals family unit. Without prior thing to believe in, so that they
inflicted with these diseases is knowledge of the disease the par- can believe in themselves.
usually between mid and late en~,s don't know who to turn to.
twenties. This early death is Through counseling, these par-.
ents can obtain information
caused by respiratory distress.
Dr. Singer strongly stresses regarding services provided for
t\'U:\~ "9u~l.~ty o~ life is the issue their children.

of life." The barriers that these
children face are both physical

enough money backing these·
laws. "Cities and towns are oav-

Student Clinld11n$·Spfing 1985; Grateful appreciation and much thank.sis extended to all who.served thu spring setMstlr.
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Senior Group Leaders-Spring, 1985: BR
Left to Right-Alison Campbell, Lisa
Hennigar, Carolyn Soper, Bill Dohertv.
FR Left Jo Right-Louise Morin, J~e
Russo, Steve Ovalle, Mea Audine, Deb.
Long.

Development of ambulatory skills is clinic's early intervention program.
Clinician assisting child with motor orientation skills.·
Projecl. Horizon: a speciafrollege studies
pro.gram for high school students o[fered
by BSC to involve. them in a varie.ty of
edutationa programs.
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Enter tainm ent
Roger Waters
The Genius Behind Pink Floyd
By
Mark Avery
Staff Writer

Trenl A rteroerry

Trent Ater berry to Perform
Very rarly does an artist
appear on the entertainment
scene whose performance is so
powerful that he is able to captivate audiences of 200 to 2000
without uttering a word. Trent
Arterberry is, such an artist. In ·

111111

.
berry's War is a balletic tour de
force. In successive and
unbroken rotations he delineated increasingly automated
declinations of killing, coupled
with ever more elaborate decli-
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Roger Waters performed at
the Worcester Centrum on
March 30th. It was quite a show.
If you do not know who Roger
Waters is, he is the bass player
for Pink Floyd. Those who do
know him know he writes the
intense lyrics for Pink Floyd. He
wrote classic Floyd Albums such
as Wish You Were Here, Animals and the recent platinum LP
The Final Cut. Roger Waters
also wrote the widely acclaimed
The Wall. This album was #1 for
3 months and sold enough copies
to make Pink Floyd 20 million
dollars. That's 3 million dollars
more than Purple Rain brought
Prince. Water's greatest achievernent is The Dark Side of The
Moon. This Album has been in
.Billboards top 200 for 565
weeks, which makes it the longest selling record in music history.(It actually passed that mark
months ago, but it is still going
strong). None of The Beatles', or
The Who's, The Stone's or
Michael Jackson's or Frank
Sinatra's or Julio Iglesia's
albums have even come close.
Roger Waters indeed has an
impressive .track record. He is

iiq; . ~.t9Bk~:t~rJl'lc;>'.lJ.&h.

He.,is>~

In the first half of the show,
Roger Waters performed a wide
array of Pink Floyd songs. The
most outstanding was Welcome
to the Machine from the 1975
album Wish You Were Here.
Strange sounds emitted until
they filled the Centrum. The center video screen lit up and a
machine creature marched
along, coming closer and closer.
(This video was animated by
Gerald Scarf, who did animation
for The Wall album and
movie). The creature marched in
perfect synch with the sound and
the sound even got louder as it
grew closer. Guitar chords broke
in along with waves of synthesizer. Waters yelped "Welcome
my son, Welcome to the
Machine." The chords echoed
behind. On the video a maze of
pipes appeared and rose high
into the sky. As the view
zoomed, in rats appeared running along the pipes. One of the
pipes broke and blood poured
out. As it washed over the rats,
they turned into skeletons and
then dissolved. The blood turned
into red hands, grasping at one
pipewhenalargesphere·zoome d
over it. With a smooth sliding
sound and a sharp click, the pipe
rose into the sphere which then
took off. · The audience just

try to find a home - ..a shelter
from pigs on the wing" (the pigs
being those who would seek. to
harm others for their own gain).
Another of the more outstanding pieces was the Floyd
classic 'Money. Cash register's
coins jingling and the familiar
bass line echoed back and forth
in the Centrum. Video images of
women, cash, rich and poor peopie flickered on the screen in
time to the music.
The Gunners Dream from The
Final Cut featured excellent saxaphone and guitar. Bombs
dropped slowly on the screen
and everyone could hear them
whistle overhead and explode at
the back of the Centrum. This
song is rather personal for
Waters because his father, Eric
Fletcher Waters, was killed in
WW II. Waters also did Another
Brick in the Wall Part I where he
sings "Daddy's flown across the
ocean leaving just a memory."
After this was over, the sound of
helicopters filled the Centrum.
Waters yells "Kids, yes, kids!
Men deal with it!,,
He then launched into The
Happiest Days of Our Lives.
Images done by Gerald Scarf of
"teachers who would hurt the
children any way they could" ·
and of "their fat and psychopast~J~g.·if1µt~r•!thocked amaze-· thic wives [who] would thrash

production Silent Maves to col-~·~e!x~p~la~1~n~1,t,'1t!!a•f~·~1~1!n~g~a!'!n~~e~1 ~ng~~----·---r;_;.............~-I.;:;·_;~~~-~~-""lll"'i.nehc~"'"~oi · · t-he,ir,,.,
leges, arts festivals, convention killed, victor and victim, were as the man behind the best perfor- eyes.
lives." After that, of course, was
sites and maior theaters across t
t I5 0 f
+
mance I have ever seen. (Calling
From the same album, Waters Another Brick in the Wall Part
~
wo pea
one iearsome it a mere concert doesn't do it
~
't
f
No~th America and Europe. In flower."
performed Have a Cigar and the fl. My 1avon
e song rom 'T''h
.l
e
this time he has been hailed by
Not to be confined by the justice). Most everyone who._ haunting title cut Wish You Wall was Jn the Flesh. Roger
audiences and critics alike as the boundries of the stage, Trent went to see this sold out show Were Here.
Waters climbed up to the back
country's premier performer.
1
h' h
b
t . .
had already seen him last year on
Waters didn't speak much rail of the stage and marched
coses is s ow yven urmgmto his tour. I saw him in New Jer1
·
·h
Arterberry's performance is a the audience
and literally bringbetween sets, but he did yell "Go a ong m exaggerated steps wit
a
unique blend of comedy, drama ing his audienc into the act. I an sey. We all came to see him again Piggy Go !"before doing "Pigs sardonic smile on his face. He
11
and dance that are enhanced by hilarious participation segment, though. Why? Because Roger on the Wing." Video footage of plucked out loud ominous notes
the use of lighting, sound and members of the audience are Waters performance was incred- the Pink Floyd 40 foot inflatable form his bass while Scarf's anispecial. effects.
·
given an opportunity to chal- ible, astounding and fantastic. pig floating over the Battersea mated hammers marched behind
· m1·1·itary step.
·
C o.Id and powerArterberry opens his show as lenge Trent's imagination and His show used no lazers or daz"". power PIant was sh own wh.l
I e
m
The M echanica/ Man, moving display their own. Arterberry's z.ling light shows or moving Waters sang abouttwo people or ful the hammers march. as spo- '
and contorting his body i'n seemt ·
· t
t'
· h h'
stages. He and the other musi- 'dogs' (as in 'dog eat dog world')
·
cont. on p.9
spon amous m erac ion wit is cians wore
no outlandish cosingly impossible patterns. The audience never fails to leave tumes. What Waters did use was
next .70 minutes are punctured crowds cheering and corning to a state of the art audio visual
by a series of vignettes in which their feet.
Arterberry satirizes characterTrent will be appearing Thurs- system. p .A. equipment was .set
izes from The Desperado to day, April 18, at 8:00 pm in the up. all around the Centrum for
Daddy Babysitting and. takes Student Union Auditorium. quadrophonic sound. There was
aim at such American institu- Tickets are $2.00 for B.S.C. stu- no distortion in it, only a total
tions as TV.
d
d $ 3 00 10
~
h
surrounding of the senses by the
ents an
·
r t e genera 1 music Waters created. Behind
Although his show is mostly public. For more information,
comedy, Arterberry's serious . between 8:30 am and 4:30 pm, the band, Waters utilized a giant
piecesare often the most provoc- call 697-1273: Evenings call 697- tri-video screen to present the
The Bridgewater State Col- · Michelle Descoteaux (Sound
ative. Judson Brown of the Ben- 1271. Sponsered by the Student :i:~~ that accompanied his
lege Ensemble Theatre presents Engineer) and Marie Sullivan
nington Banner wrote ... "Arter- Union Program Committee.
the studio production of (Light Board Operator).
Bronzed Beauties and Brazilian
Also being presented is an
Bedpans on Thursday morning original script by a B.S.C. stuat 11 am, and Wednesday at 4 dent Circus Point by Patrick
a'nd. 7 pm in the Horace Mann Mccarron. It is being directed
Auditorium.
·
by Thom (Blue), and the cast
By
out the nine songs, and lead thanks to Steve Schwarz (proBronz~ Beauties is an original
consists of B.$.C. students.
Russell Dougherty
vocalist Peter Zins could play· a ducer and engineer). and com- script from Don Anderson, a
Both productions will be perEntertainment EdJtor
mean ·,guit~r, if the .producer pany. Nothing. is offensive, student at U.N.H. This is the formed on Wednesday afterwoul~ let you hear it. As a u,nit except that, the band begins to first public performance outside noon and evening~. only Bra,nze
Whenever a band from the though, things fallapart: the lyr- roiimf>-fi'Ke a kid sister: sweet, of the l].N.H~ community. The Beauties will be performed on
arena-pop mold puts out a ical cliches are all too overdone, pretty, but slightly annoying·and cast consists of Michael O'Con- Tuesday at 11 :00.
record, you can see some pretty as on Lost Without Your Love not very mature.
nor as Don Anderson, Nancy
A studio production is funded
interesting reactions. People (the title alone demonstrates my
Peter Zins sings as smoothly a Roberson as Beth, Rob Zonfrelli and encouraged by the .Ensemble
who review records cringe and point); the harmonies add Steve Perry, with more control, as Mike,Bruce Anderson. as Theatre. The main foc;us ia to
say nasty things while it seems V()lume, but no~ depth; straight more clarity and more .bland- Dirk/ Janitor, Peggy McTavish · create a learning experience for
that nearly everyone else runs out rock tunes (Remnants of ness. He has a better sense of the and Mark Pimenta as Barnes both' directors and- actOrs~ Stuout to buy this new piece of Love) have slightly fuzzy guitar text than Perry but every note is . and Baker,. Bethany Barry as dents basically have only themvinyl. So it could ~e with Power riffs, steady. and interesting too right. so right that sounds Melanie, Marva/Cuffee as" God, selves to work with and improve
Glide. They · are a local barid drums. but the vocalist speads so like an effort and that Zins and the man with the funny their acting/ directing skills.
(their fan club is in Acton, MA) much time getting the note right doesn't pay attention to the laugh will be played by Alan
Admission is·· free to B.S.C.
with something going for them that the.feeling's wrong.
meaning. Nothing offends, but Alda.
students and general public.
musically, but they can never put
The two biggest weaknesses then nothing grabs. Go buy the
The production staff is: Chris.;. They encourage all students to
it together for a full song.
overall are the mixing and Zins. record. Listen to it on head- top her Torrey (Director I Desig- s u Pp or t o the r stud e n t
Stuart .. .Co.yfagt9n. :Rrnvides a . The really inspiredJeads or off phones, I don't wa11qoJ~~~-~ it. ner/Technical Director), Ann. organizations.
steady .pulsati~g be~t,, t~ro"u8h~ '· :. M~f 'P~tcus~ro·rr·.\votK'· ~g"ets\1i6st ·. · ni. wa:i.Mor· t:heirt neJ!;~. effo~t.~
· ..·lvfurie·.::Q.~,Yj~, i(~t~~~~ ¥~~~,~~~>,~. 2, (,~-'; •
<

Bronze Beauties
To Perform at B.S.C.
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+ tlights screen the audience for
: undesirables as Waters shrieks
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focuses on Reg's fears and
fantasies.
At first Reg dreams of driving
through Europe with his wife.
They pick up two hitchhikers,
one a beautiful blond. The music
rises in intensity as Reg fantasizes about the young woman.
The three video screens fill with
the beautiful blond taking off
her clothes, piece by piece. Then
fear conquers lust. The music
and vocals take a sudden twist.
Warning buzzers ring throughout the hall. The woman is gone,
"Arabs with knives" break into
his house and destroy it. Chainsaws and machetes cut into flesh
filling the screen with blood. Reg
awakes from his dream in horror
as the the music calms down and
the images of violence dissolve.
Reg wakes his wife, but she
rejects him and goes back to
sleep.
Reg then dreams of moving to
Wyoming to try and make his
marriage work. This dream has
Reg (or Rog) represented by an
animated dog. Doubt and para'noia about his idea echo in the
'music as Reg worries about the
outcome of this project. His fear
is represented on the video by his
wife throwing daggers at him,
Reg being the center of a large
sandwich, and Reg getting
drunk and stoned in the afternoon. These images are contrasted with real videos of a wife
and kids, representing domestic
tranquility.
Finally, the dream falls apart
and Reg's wife falls in love with
..a friend from the east". Reg
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leaves in disgust. His dreams
now tend more and more
towards the cons of hithhiking,
ending in him being kicked out
Qf a truck. Waters then plays the
title cut The Pro's and Con's ofHitchhiking. After that, ,. Reg
spills out his heart to a truck stop
waitress. He awakens and realizes that he does indeed love his
wife.
Roger Waters thanked the
audience for listening and
watching his brilliantly presented work. His music provoked
thought and emotion. He
received a well-deserved standing ovation. For an encore,
Waters presented Brain Damage
· and Eclipse, the final cuts from
The Dark Side of the Moon.
Crazed laughter echoed through
the Centrum. The video showed
a long hospital corridor lined
with attendants. Explosions and
laughing faces intermingled with
footage of the album being produced. As the song ended, three
suns were eclipsed by three
moons, and that's how it ended.
, Roger Waters did a superior
job in bringing his visions to life.
His music transcended the mere
sounds of instruments being
played. Waters did indeed put on
a show that far sµrpassed any I
have ever seen (and I have seen
quite a few). It was not just
another concert, it was an
incredible performance, a wonderous multimedia event.
By the way, there really is no
dark side of the moon. Its all
dark.

room? There's one smoking a
., joint and another with spots".
His voice rises, filled with paranoia, in a maniacal pitch "If I
..,. had my way I'd have all of you
shot!"
Andy Nemak's drumming is
pr,ecise and powerful. This
•.
: showed up especially well on The
• Wall songs. Other songs he did
: RULES
t from The Wall were Hey You
t
t and Nobody Home. In the latter,
t J. Prizes for solving trivia questions are two movie tickets to each : Waters sat in a large easy chair,
: winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres.
; watchin~."13 .cha~ne.ls o~ shit on
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by 2:00 p.m. ; the T. V. wh~le s1~gmg mto t~e
t on the Friday fallowing the issue date. Only one entry per contest- • tel~phone. His voice echoed m
:. ant. Comment employees are ineligible.
: pam ar~und the. Centrum
+ 3. There can only be two winners a week, that's all we can afford, • because whe~ I ~ick up the
t so when there are more than two winners we'll have a lottery. t phone, there s still nobody
: 4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College students, : home."
t faculty and alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the Com- t Roger Waters also looked way
+ ment secretary between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. A t back into the Floyd
repertoire to
t valid I.D. must be .approved by the secretary. The entry should: perform If from Atom Heart
include the answers, your name, address, and telephone number.
Mother and Set the Controls/or
: 5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of the' Comment. • the Heart of the Sun from
t 6. The persor(s) with the most number of correct answers will be Floyd's 2nd album,. A Saucerful
t eligible to win the passes.
of Secrets (released m 1969). The
+
: c~mbi?ation of a well chosen
mne piece· band, the state of the
+CONTEST NUMBER SIX
art quadrophonic P.A. system,
the fantastic video, and the
: l. What wa~ the Academy Award winning picture of 1980?
intense vocals and
of
+2. What television program, on February 28, 1983, become the Roger Waters created alyrics
fantastic
+most watched program ever?
show. And this was only the first
: 3. What product made ring-around-the -collar a TV commercial
half.
+staple?
'
.
During the second half of the
4. What policeman-turn ed-writer penned The Blue Knight?
show, Waters presented his solo
5. Whatlanguage didLeeHarvyO swaldstudyint heU.S.Marine : album The Pro's and Con's of
: Corps?
·
.
Hitc_hiking. It began with S~ane
playing on a huge T.V. set ma
+'" huge living room. (Do you
tANDTHEW INNEROFCO NTESTNUM BERBVEI&
: remem~r. S~~~) A oomct~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
:
Richard Teague
3;Ppeared m the wmdow of the
+
hvmg room and crashed through
+
it. The room burst into flames
: C?ngratulation s to our winner of two tickets to any G
and Waters and the band began.
+ Cmema.
enera1 • The tri-video screen was filled
+. T~e answers t~ contest number five are:
:w'ith .ima.ges .from Waters' vivid,
l. First woman m space (Russian cosmonaut)
imagmat1on.
·
B'y
There are only a few bands on
2. O'Hare I~ternational Airport, Chicago
:
The Pro's and Con's, through
Jake
Peter
the
alternative scene that can
+3. Patty Smith
both music and video, present t.
Contributing·
Writer
successfully
make industrial
4. Alan Alda
• . story about a man named Reg,
music
danceable.
Test Depart5. Woodrow Wilson and Theodore Roosevelt
i+ who in all likelihood is really
Red Lorry Yellow Lorry
ment is a classic example.
:
Roger. H~ is a middle-aged EngTalk About The Weather.
Einsturzende N eubauten is a
+
lishman who wonders about his
Red Rhino Records
great band, please do not misunmarriage to his younger Ameriderstand. But why .take great
can wife. The presentation
Talk About the Weather noises and a perfect vocalist for
seems to be a pretty bleak industrial type bands and try to
forecast!
make it melodic?
Red Lorry Yellow Lorry's
The band has outlets in the
debut LP Talk About the semi-pop s«;ene, working with
Weather could have been a half Fad Gadget on the excellent sindecent record if the band and the gle Spoil the Child/ Collapsing
producers would have the guts to New People. Next time E;N. get
explain t.o the lead singer(Chris into a poppy i:nood, let's hope
Reed) that he can't sing.
~
that they give some of their
Most of the music isn't bad at friends a call.
all, (a little"too much guitar for.
Suffer through this. record for
me, but ... ) yet' here is another a while and let's wait for their
example of a band who thinks next release.
·
they 9an sell records because
they sound like Joy Division.'
FALSE.
'Til Tuesday
The record· is -not without its
The Bridgewa ter State
Voices
Carry
good points however. Strange
Epic
Records
Dream, the best cut, is the closest
to pulling off their pretentious
attitude. Feel a Piece is nearly as
Let's hope Tuesday never
good. College .. radio bas been
arrives.
playing the single Hollow Eyes,
Tuesday April 16
which has made it to some extent
in a few clubs. Its lyrics boast,
at 11 am.
Nik Kershaw
"J',ve seen that look l know those
Riddle
eyes.
I
·
think
this is a thin
Wednesday April 17.
MCA Records ·
·disguise."
at4 pm & 7 pm.
Need ·1 say more. ·
Nik · Kershaw's first album
.contained a single, Wouldn't it
be. Good?
Einsturzende Neubauten
Nik Kershaw's second album
Yu·
Gung
12"
Single·
Circus Point
The Riddle contains the same
Some. Biizare Records
studio version of Wouldn't it be
Wednesday , ·April
'Hopefully people will Good?
at 4 pm & 7 pm only
Maybe Mr. Kershaw is trying
remember Drawings of Patient
O.D., the. last release from this to tell us something! Wouldnft it
erman industrial crew. It made be good if Nik Kershaw had his
my blood curdle when I first lis- larynx removed?
Oh, he is so annoying.
tened to it. ·
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By
Anthony G. Fagen
Sports Editor
Ah! Baseball season is upon us this year, finally. To the Boston
Globe. thank you for brightenin g up my Easter Sunday with your
cartoon of the people who get the credit of changing ugly looking
mud to Fenway·Pa rk's lovely green grass for the beginning of the
season. __
I am disgusted this week to report that another controvers y has
hit the sports world. The Boston Marathon, supposedly the most
non-profes sional event that comes to Boston every Patriot's Day,
had been ordered by the governing body of track and field and
road racing events, The Athletic Congress, to ban a South African
marathone r from competing in Monday's 26 mile, 385 or so yard
event. Mark Plaatjes, a bJack from the nation whose minority
population , the whites, practice the hideous po!icy of apartheid,
was told he could not compete because he was South African. He
had been registered with the Boston Athletic Associatio n for five
wee.ks as a runner to compete in this year's classic. Len Luchner, in
a prepared statement said on Thursday, April 12 .• "The TAC in
Indianapol is has advised the BAA that runners from South Africa
are not eligible to participate in open competitio n under its rules,
and requests that the BAA prohibit participati on from any
entrant from South Africa. Based on this policy the BAA regrets
the need to disallow Mr. Plaatjes from competing ."
Frankly the USFlutie League (credit to Mr. Lobel and Tank
MacNama ra) has not been producing in the ratings. ln'the battle
between the league's two best quarterbac ks (James Kelly of Houston and Douglas Flutie of Natick, Boston College, and New
).ers~yJ~. Kelly .lost. But so did Flutie. To whom did the two
and Bicknell? No, it was one of Doug Flutie's ow~ playe;s. Her~
schel Walker took away the publicity normally around Flutie.
Does Doug mind? No, l'do not think so. Mr. Flutie has been
taught well, although Donald Trump is a different story.
Donald Trump rarlks up there with a number of stupid owners,
including His Royal Highness of the Bronx, King George Steinbrenner, "Mr. Midnight Movers of Baltimore",. Mr. Don lrsay,
the entire organizati on running the Seattle Mariners, the Philadclphia76 en(excep tforthe P.A. announce twhowilll iveonto
even be better than·the late great Red Smith and the one and only
Ray Fitzgerald ), and the New England Patriots. If Peter Uuberrath could excite -us with the Los Angeles Olympics, and even
leave us with a surplus, he can do the same for baseball, and
profession al sports as well. Right now, Uuberroth needsto change
the attitude some people take to baseball as being a:n overly high
priced sport. Which unfortunat ly is.
Congratul ations to those of you who beat me, and all the odds
makers out in Las Vegas. in picking Villanova over Georgetow n in
the NCAA tourney. 66-64 was a very respectable score, and. for at
least one point in my article on the tourney, I at least picked Ed
·
Pinckney to be the tourney M..V.P.
l could not believe that the Red Sox won this past week on
opening day! Are their miracles to be found? Should Mrs. Y and
"bµddies" Haywood and Buddy prepare the English bubbly for
use in mid-Octob er? Unfor~unately, I do not think the Sox will be
in this year's annual drive for the pennant. Look for the World
Champion Petroit Tigers to fall to the hands of the Blue Jays in
the final weeks of-the season: Look for· M·1·n. nesota and Kans.as
City to battle in the AL West. This series is too close to call. In the
'National League, the battle between the Cubs and the Mets win'be
not as hot as the battle between the city of Chicago and the Cubs
, organizati on ovei: putting lights.at Wrigley Field. Look for maybe
'
the Mets to take it in the final w·eeks of the season.
series
their
after
Boston
out
Count
playoffs:
NHL
As for the
with Montreal as Quebec will beat Boston. Philadelph ia cannot
be stopped, therefore look for the Wales Conferenc e to go to the
Broad Street Bu\lies and the Flyers hot surprise Tim Kerr. With
St. Louis surprisingl y upset by Minnesota , the North Stars/ Chicago Black Hawks series will be interesting . Finally, Edmonton
will get past Winnipeg leading to a Edmonton /Philadelp hia confrontation. Give it to Philadelph ia in seven in Edmonton . .
Last, but not least, The Comment· would like to salute the
gymnastics teaxp on .on~ s'1perb season. During the recent .break
they co~peted inthe EqAC and NCAA tourneys and were just
·<sµped T(f~Lts),f~)!fg~~ii~stics friends, keep it up! To the seniors,
.~;, i ,. . tha.nk.s .for. providing us with the thrills and suspense that sports is
famo.us for here at. Bridgewat er.
'· .Until next week(whe nJ,expect a bombthre atfrom Dan, and
'?>1.'l')d~P:pefullyAmel Har gettingove rth.esnifflesfrom.· thespr.ing break

By
Mike Storey
Staff Writer

Bridgewat er State Athletics is
now in the thick of its spring season. Every team is playing
approxima tely three or four
games a week these days. Baseball, softball, lacrosse, and tennis matches or games are a good
take in some sunny afternoon
after a long day of classes. I'm
sure your support would be a
welcome sight to the BSC teams
as well.
Anyway, a lot has been happening since the Easter weekend.
The men's BASEBAL L team is
currently (5-7). After the Stonehill tournamen t a couple of
weeks ago the team was at .500
(3-3), ~ut went into a hitting
tailspin soon after with 'close
losses to North Adams State (41, 7-5)' and SMU (4-0, '.2-1).
Pitching, whichiz:was thought to
be the weak link in the Bear
armor this year proved quite
adequate through these games
with solid performan ces coming
from John Duddy, Jim Porter,
and Dave Langlais.
, The Be(lr bats awoke from
their short hibernatio n in the

Con'l on p.11

through with lively bats were
Gary Coshia, Chris Dintino,
Arnie Petrosky andTim Finne.gan. All had multiple hit games.
The Bear~. hopefully reached
the .500 plateau .this past weekend as they hosted Framingham State for two and then
travekdto MasL Mar~ime~ra·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
couple. The Bears take on
nationally ranked Eastern Connecticut State Wednesda y at
Legion Field. Your support is
much needed for such a big
game.
By
Meanwhi le, over at the
Mc Vay, Scott Longo, Dan DiceDougtas Benson
smaller diamond, namely the
and Frank Merola. Other
sare
Staff Writer
softball field, our Lady Bears (4include Rob Octera and
players
·
· New E ngland.
2) are ran k ed #2 m
Mike Richards.
the season three matches
With
good,
"The fall team looked
and #15 in the Division III. After
has not been able
B.S.C.
played
beteven
looks
team
spring
the
coasting to wins over North
Adams State ( 11-0, 9-1) and Bar- ter" said tennis coach Joe Yeske~!e~~~rr:i~~i~ ~~~~=
~ington College (4-0, 5-l). BSC wicz, late last week. a group of . ~~n~v~fth~
h'll
team,
tennis
The.
where
ran into Bostpn College
to
they proceeded to drop a double- young men who display raw tal- ~ic·h:~ ~~. R. I.C.• S-l and
matches
coming
and
Up
header. They let the first game .ent and gutsy performan ces
slip away in the last inning, include co-captain s Mark Des· The play- include
April against
(Wed)meets
fiIVe- runs to come roe h es and.J.
Curry onhome
·
. im storey.
17 and
a 11owmg
f
20
across, extinguish ing a (~-3) .ers to watch out for are Mark
BSC lead; Jn the nightcap, the Desroches _(co-capt;) along with Suf olk on (Sat} April :
Lady Bears couldn't get· the Mike Davis, Doug Ragnow, last
clutch hit when they needed it, years no; I singles player,
stranding eight runners, twice George Troupe and Rich
with the bases loaded. Final Buc.hner. The core of the group
that will add the greatest stabilscore BG 2 BSC I.
COLLEGE STUDEN TS
The Lady Bears have been get- ity will include Tom Lyons and
We are a large national
tliiin~!sof!!m~e!e!!x!ce!!l!le!n!t!h!!i!tt!!in!!!·!!!!!!!!D~a~n~_!?F~e!!l!lo!w!s!!!a!fo!nf!!!!w!i!!!th!!!]Mike
1
that is interested in
corporation
!!!!!!11
HIHHHHHH
;;
students seeking a business
5_1
-==;
career. Managem ent and
..
marketing are our spedalty.
!
;
us part-time during your
JoiO
= schooL
II ~
i
year/fulltime for the
·~
~,.
·
and continue to grow
Sumrri~r
5
'
.
~~. ~ / (
:
with us.after graduation~ ,
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The women's LACROS SE
team is still looking fortheirfi rst
win of the season (0-3-1).
Records are deceiving in this
case as this team has improved
100% from last year. They are
playing a much more disciplined
style and it will pay off slowly by
the end of the season.
I had the pleasure of witnessing probably the best comeback
I have ever seen here at Bridgewater State. In their season
opener against Smith College
the Lady Bears trailed(7- 4) with
less than two minutes to go.
They then proceeded to score
three goals in I :21 >to tie the
stunned Smith team. Franklv. I

All American Chris Russell and
shortstop Ann Pelrine over the
first six games. Both Darlene
Dusseault and Michelle Currie
have shown excellent control
pitching for so early in the season. Now if the weather would
heat up, I think the rest of the
team will as well.
No rest for this team over
Patriots Day weekend. They
played three doublehea ders
against Framingh am State,
Roger Williams, and SMU.
When you read this the Lady
Bears could be (10-2) very easily.
They play at home this Thursday (Apr. 18) against RIC at
3:00.

Just in case you haven't' heard!!I
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Call: 583-1000
South Sho~e'749-1056
Plymouth 7 46~3777
or.1~800-322-4421

Tuesday, April 16, 1985

Major League Prediction s
By
The Good Sport
Contributing Writer
Hi sports fans, I love ya.
Today we're talking baseball.
The Good Sport loves baseball.
Let's talk predictions:
A.L. EAST
I. Boston Red Sox-Yes, the
Good Sport loves the Red Sox!
He also loves misery, but with
the team they have they ·should
win it al[ Of course the Soviets
will pull out <?f Afghanistan and
the Hartford Whalers will win
the Stanley Cup.
,·

after two errors, what are they
going to do with Dale "BooBoo" Berra? If the Yankees
aren't in first in mid-July, watch
Yogi's head roll.
4. Toronto Blue Jays-Everyone
seems to pick the Blue Jays for
first place but there are too many
questions to be answered, such
as who is Tony Fernandez? Who
is Jesse Barfield? Their only star
was sent to the minores earlier.
Of course, that's former Red Sox
star Gary Allenson.

2. Detroit Tigers-Why won't
anyone pick Detroit to repeat?
Because the Tigers won't jump
.out to a 35-5 start two years in a
row. That's why! ·

5. Baltimore Orioles-Where
are the Orioles heading? No Earl
Weaver, no Singleton, no Ayala,
no Bumbry. And then they sign
ancient Lee Lacy and Fred "I
have a sore eyelash, I can't play"
Lynn.'

3. New York Yankees-If the
Yanks let go of Bobby Meecham

6. Milwaukee Brewers-Don't
you feel sorry for nice guy

Bears con'tfrom p.10

the softball and street hockey
wish the game would have gone programs have been blessed with
into overtime because I know we extremely good weather for this
would have gotten the win in the time of year. Results and standfirst minute of sudden death.
ings of teams are posted on the
They dropped their next three intramural bulletin board in the
games against some very tough gym. Also, a reminder to those
competition but were not embar- teams who continually forfeit
rased in the very least. They lost games; any team that forfeits
to Providence (6-3), Wheaton two games during the season will
(10-3) and Tufts (12-3). After be dr<?pped from the program,
playing Springfield this past with alternate teams ready and
weekend the team will take on eager to take up your schedule.
Babson at home on Wednesday, Sidelines: With the recent "no
April 17 at 3:30.
checking" rule in the street
Over on the Tennis courts our hockey program this program
guys are trying to get on track as the college infirmary has a few
they dropped their first two less patients this spring ... A
matches to Stonehill (9-0) and moment of silence was held at a
Roger Williams (8.5-.5). They recent home baseball game for
:,:will try to break into the win Tim Finnegan's favorite bat
column against Nichols over the which he shattered last week.
weekend.
Not an easy chore considering it
Both our men's and women's was a metal bat... The men's
TRACK teams were in action Lacrosse club had their first
this past weekend at the S MU game of the year last week dropInvitationals. Both teams were ping a close decision to MIT.
chomping at the bit for this one They take on Mass. Maritime
as it is one of the qualifying this Friday down on Buzzards
meets for the NCAA's later on in Bay;. They are looking into getMay. Expected to do well are ting a fan bus for the day ($3).
Scott Yako1a(l500), CarolJack- Anyone interested? ... Finally, if
son (1500), Cindy Lindh (800), you've never been to Montreal
Ed Bombardier (800), Mike Bar- for the weekend, Go! ·You'll
rows (high jump), and Chris want ,, to go back the next
Duval (discus).
·
·Weekend.
Int!amurally-sp eaking, both

George Bamberger?

7. Cleveland Indians-They
signed Andre Thornton, but
unfortunately he's injured. The
Indians can go nowhere but up.
Unfortunately no one wants to
come down.

ter, faster. How can this team
look so good and play so bad
year after year?
5. Pittsburgh Pirates-If anyone
other than Don Robinson can
hit home runs, say 25, raise the
Sues up two places in the
s~ndings.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A.L. WEST
Chicago/ Kansas City/ Minn
Texas/ Seattle/ Oakland
California/ Chicago/ K. C.
Minnesota/ Texas/ Seattle
Oakland/ California/ Chicago
Kansas City/ Minn/ Texas
Seattle/ Oakland/ California

In other words, it doesn't matter and the only person to even
watch is Mickey Rivers. He
didn't make the Rangers so who
cares about this division? Watch
out for Brett.

Red Sox win the pennant in four
straight.
M.V.P.-Georg e Brett
Cy Young-Roger Clemens
B.A. I.Brett 2.Boggs 3.Cooper
RBI I.Armas 2.Brett 3. E.
Murray
H.R.1.Brett 2.Armas3.King man
(Where's Jim Rice??)
N.L.EAST
1. New York Mets-With their
great starting pitching, the Mets
were only missing one .piece last
season. The piece is here: Gary
Carter.
2. Chicago Cubs-The Cubbies
are actually respectable. If Jody
Davis, Rick Sutcliffe, and Dennis Eckersley can repeat last
years' performances and rookie
Shawon Dunston hi.ts an)' better

than Larry Bowa (not too tough)
we will have quite the dog fight
jn September.
3. Philadelphia Phillies-How
ca'n Juan Samuel make 33 errors
and stdke out more than I 00
times be a hero in Philadelphia?
Remember, they loved Darryl
Dawkins and Dave Schultz.

4. Montreal Expos-Faster, fas-

Th 1~
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Celtics
Hobbl e
Into
Playof fs
By
Mike Jankowski
Staff Writer

6. St. Louis Cardinals-Jack
Clark is not the spark. Wave
good-bye to Whitey Herzog by
The Celtics have clinched the
June.
Atlantic division and also homecourt advantage throughout the
N .L. WEST
playoffs. The Celtics first oppo1. Atlanta Braves-Americ a's nent looks to be, surprisingly,
team's got Bruce Sutter and Dale the Clevland Cavaliers.
Murphy. Right there they've got
There's only one problem:
all they need.
injuries. The Celtics have been
hammered with all . types of
2. Los Angeles .Dodgers-Brock 'injuries that have been occurring ,~,..
and Marsh8:_11 w~ll come of age, the last couple of weeks. Cedric 9
Fernando will wm 20 games, afld Maxwell has been ou·t with a
Lasorda will bleed Dodger blue knee problem and tried returnwhen he comes up 2 games short. ing too early, aggrevating the
knee. Danny Ainge (calcium
3. Houston Astros-Houston ? deposits)
and M.L. Carr (knee)
What am I doing? Then again, I have been
out for a few games,
could have chosen San too. The
big·problem, however,
Francisco.
is Larry Bird's bursitis in his
elbow that hinders his shooting
4. Cinncinati Reds-Pete Rose ability.
The outlook for the team
breaks Ty Cobb's record, and looks
better and better as the
Soto wins 20 games. Unfortuplayoffs approach .. Bird will be
nately, no one else wins IO.
ready to go, whil~ the other
injured players are healing just
5. San Diego Padres-You were fine,
too.
wondering when I'd get to San
There was one depressing
Diego. Senator Garvey beats up
thought about the Milwaukee
Show and Draveky to get votes
Bucks game a few weeks ago.
by beating up right wing
The Bucks ended the Celtics
politicians.
chances of going the whole season without losing two games in
6. San Francisco Giants-The big a
row. It is understandable why
stars name is Chili. Unfortu- they
lost. The Bucks are very
nately, the Giants are mild and hot, whi\e the Ce\ti.c'i. are aver':}
def\nate\y not no\.
undermanned team, playing
Braves beat Mets in 6.
with only eight players.
However, the Celtics are probM.V.P.-'-.Ryne Sandberg
ably still the heavy favorites to
Cy Young- Dwight Gooden
march. through the playoffs. Go
B,A.- Sandberg
Green Machine ...
RBI- Sandberg
H.R.- Durham
Around the N.B.A.
Both conferences are by now
(Still wonder about the Cubs)
set for the playoffs with only a
few positions left to be decided.
Good dayfrom the Good Sport In the
Eastern conference:· Boston. Philadelphia, Washington,
New Jersy, Milwaukee, Detroit,
and most likely Chicago, and
Hey! Cleveland, too. The Western conference:. Los Angeles,
Portland, Denver, Houston,
Dallas, San Antonio, and most
likely Utah and Phoenix. Later
on - this year there will be a
playoff for Patrick Ewing. The
seven bottom teams will be
drawing in-a lottery system to get
Ewing (definately the first pick),
The lottery will help the league
because all teams in the league
, have an interest in it.
Women:S- Gymnastics Team

"QUALITY RESUME SERVICE*

PROFESS IONAL

L
E

c

Dr. Herbert Greenwald

counseling

Absolute Thinking?

Free lifetime Updating.

Special Student Rates
THE CATHOLIC CENTER

Tuesday, April 23

E

writing
printing

_7:00 p.m.

FaHRiver (617) 674-4672
Business· Opportunity
· $10·$360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars'
No bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested
rush self.addressed envelope: MBilen'

Auociation, Dept. AR·7CEG, PO
Box 470,·Wooclat.ock, II. 60098
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down he is driven back by a
determined horde of Bridgewater players. The referee calls a
"scrum down" on the one yard
line. Ther--e is less than one minute in the game.
The two scrums come together
for a final time. To put the ball in
play, the scrum half rolls it
between them There is a mad
scramble, both scrums are
twisted into one large pile of
nasty smelling rugby players. No
one knows where the ball is. The
whistle blows and play is
stopped. There is ten seconds left
to play.
The referee watches closely as
the players begin to untangle.
When he finally spots the ball it
is in the arms of a Framingham
player. The score is now Framingham 4, Bridgewater 3.
Their kicker misses the extra
point and the game ends seconds.
later.
It has been a great game. After
seventy minutes of hard hitting
,well played rugby, only one
point separates the two teams.
Yet,it is this one small point that
sends the two teams to opposite
ends on the continuum of human
emotion.

Righteous Rugby
~eyewitness
By
Roger Spring
Staff Writer
The A squads have finished
their game. After a scoreless first
half the Bridgewater Rugby
Club had exploded to score fourteen unanswered points, and had
defeated Framingham 14-0.
Now it is the B's turn. Both
teams take the field ready to
play; many of the players have
been standing on_the sideline for
over ninety minutes watching
the previous game. Bridgewater
wins the coin toss and elects to
fight the strong wind for the first
half, hoping that they will
benefit more with it blowing at
their backs for the second half.
The teams line up and with
.one powerful sweep of a strong
leg the game begins. Bridgewater's attack is impressive. Time
after time they drive the ball
deep into Framingham territory,
but each time they are stopped
and pushed back by Framingham's strong kicking game, which
is aided greatly by the wind.
It is a hard hitting but clean
game. Players from both teams
are strewn all over the field,
many are. slow to get up. Blood
· streams from the nose of more
than one participant, but beyond
pain, there is desire to play.
The first half ends in a scoreless tie. After a brief intermission, the teams switch ends and
t'he second half begins. The wind
will now favor Bridgewater.
Many substitutes have . been

unable to get their team synchronized and Framingham
dominates early, but are held
from scoring.
As the game progresses
Bridgewater r~gains its composure and once again begin to
apply pressure. The intensity of
the hitting increases.

account'

These players are not motivated by any external factors.
There is no trophy for the
winner, no prize money. Since it
is Easter Weekend, most of the
students have gone home. Only
rugby diehards watch from the
sidelines. This game is truly
being played for the sake of playing. All involved are caught up in
the honor and tradition which is
inbred to the game. The referee is
called "Sir" and is always
adressed resP.ectively. Swearing
is minimal and is usually elicited
only by players from the
"scrum". Backs are much too
gentlemanly and refined to be
caught using profanity.
Bridgewater has driven down
to the Framingham eleven. Once
again, as so many times before,
they are stopped by their tough
opponent. This time, however, a
penalty is called on Framingham. Bridgewater decides
to attempt a three point penalty
kick. An indent is made an the
ball is placed in it. The kicker
does not hesitate. Using the
familiar soccer style he sends the
ball sailing towards the goalpost. There is a brief moment of
silent anticipation, then celebration by the Bridgewater players WHEN HUNGER
'..,.
as the ball clears with only. inches
.
_
')
I:' 1.{
to spare. There is less than four
(Boston, Ma.) With the ~nd of
I._. '~"\. <;
minutes to play. The sc.ore is U
~ . the school year approachmg.
. ~.~.
Bridgewater 3, Framing.ham O. ~\;
~--/~ ents' thoughts turn to summer,
In rugby ,unlike football, ,
· ~ and summer means the Bay
. V
when a team is scored upon they '. ~ ""')
-- . State Games.
then 'must kick the ball off to ! ~'~~- '~-- ~- ~
The Bay ~tate Games ~re
· .~" .... ~ ·-~.._*:'"'
their opponent. Framingham ; ·
Massachusetts o.wn Olym~1cquickly gets the ball into play by
style sports festival featuring
·
·
·
. ·. ·
· 19. s arts in,
•·
·

:p .....,.

+
+

-

t

', __ .

1

yards from the Bridgewater
goal-line. This means that there
will be a line-out, which is similar to a tip-offin basketball. The
ball is tossed, Framingham wins
the line-out. Suddenly their flyhalf breaks for the end zone! He
crosses the line moll].entarily, but
before he can touch the ball

•

divisions: Scholastic, Open, and
, Masters for boys, girls, men, and·
----.....~ women. Each region will name a
14. representative team that will
697-81 95 advance to the Finals in Boston
IT
9:00-10:30
1
r..~l~X-- July· J 1-14. Qualifying events
Free reg~lar fries with any
•
large sandwich at:1d !llhalce order.
will take place from· Apnl to
June and all athletes planning to
tryout must submit a Bay State
Games entry form prior to the
t
d t f th t

++++++++++t· a~n~ryfoerm;'~~e.nowavailab_le
t in the following sports:
I'\

+++++++++++++++~··~
·
.
+

:t

Baystate
GAMES

Pizzar
·
?
Hungry·
·· ·
.agy Pizza!.
.
..

.
-:+ --IT'S
RESUME TIME!!!

+
.+

PIZZA!+
i+CAMPUS
.
+
+
:

+
•
+
+
f:
+
+
+
+
+
t
t
+
:+

+
+

You don't even have to put. your, shoes on...
: .
We'll deliver right to your room!
JI

~+

J

•

\\l

Delivery Hours:
5 -10 pm

Delivery Charge:
$1.00 per order

7 clays a week

No charge for orders

~~-

basketball, boardsailing,
cycling, diving, gymnastics, road
racing, rowing, soccer.
synchronized swimming,
swimming, trac).c and field,
volleyball, shooting, water J>Olo,
table tennis, and field hockey.
Athletes must live, work or go
to school in the region for which
they plan to tryout. Athletes will
.~,, ... ~itti~. ·' ,(qr tJ?ic:r _
·
.
regional tryout in their entry
form packet. To obtain an
official Bay State Games entry
form, call the Bay Sate Games at
(617) 727-3227. A $5.00 entryfee
carries the athlete. through all
d
G
h
f
ames an
stages o t e
provides him/her with a Bay
State Games T-shirt at the
qualifier and a Bay State Games
warm-up .jacket and uniform if
he/she continues on to the
Finals. Enter Today!

+
+
t

+
+
+
+
;~
t
t

For your favorite Pizza, Sub, or Salad •
97.~3d 336
..
t
ampus. aza, 9n gewater
. cCallP6I

GET THE BEST QUALITY
AND VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY
AT
THE STUDENT UNION COPY CENTER

I I I

RESUME MONTH SPECIAL !!
IVORY OR WHITE BOND PAPER
25 COPIES, ONE PAGE RESUME
25 BLANK SHEETS
25 ENVELOPES
ONLY $4.75 !!!
YOU CAN'T BEAT IT ANYWHERE
INSTANT SERVICE TOO!

I I I

Two page resumes $2.00 more.
~------~------~------------

RESUME

COUPON

IVORY OR WHITE BOND PAPER
25 COPIES, ONE PAGE RESUME

~~ ~~e~~0 mm

ONLY $4.75!!

i
.
+•++••••••••••••••••·•••••..•·••·-··· ·. ~,~--~-~~-.:~~~L:Pil2r~LS°ll:lE:I.E!...~---J
Two page resumes $2.00 more

Liv ing

Aries(Mar 21-Apr 19)Life can be
rewarding if you work hard.
Taurus(Apr 20-May20)Spring
fever has struck! Don't let your
scoping tendencies hinder your
school.

DEAR P ..J.

Gemini(May 21- Jun 2l)lf you
work hard to get that special person you won't be let down.

Leo(Jul 23-Aug 22)1f everything
is not going your way these days
try doing something new and
interesting.

Virgo(Aug 23-Sept 22)Watch
out for falling rain, it may really
be falling from a bird flying over
head.

the game.

Scorpio(Oct 23-Nov 21)When
making important decisions be
sure to keep the effects on yourself in mind.
Sagittarius(jVo v 22-Dec
2J)Scoop, scoop that's all that's

ever on your mind. Try doing a
little school work for a change.

Capricorn(Dec 22-Jan 19)Apr_il
showers bring May flowers, this
is true in life too. If you work
hard in April you will see results
in May.

Pisces(Feb 19-Mar 20)Helpyour
·· friends in .their times ··.of need,
and they.will in turn help you. ·

Words of Wisdom

h~d

r---------~
----£'1~\--~~l!. e, - ~\
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GISTRAlION

Open letter to all students,
I would just like to remind students that even though nice
weather is coming, we must all
keep our priorities in proper
order. Summer will be here soon
enough for fun: no"."' is the time ·
to get in gear and study hard.
Summers tend to be more
rewarding .when good .grades
arrive in .the. mail. Work hard
and be proud of your effort ..

Aquarius(Jan 20-Feb 18)Those
who deceive you aren't really

Why didn't the skeleton cross the
road?
By
He
no guts. Laura Clark
·
Staff Writer

0

Dear Needs,
I think that you should discuss
this with your parents. I am sure
that they would rather have you
doing something that you really
wanted. Explain to them that
this doesn't necessarily mean
you won't go back, just that you
need time to think. It will also
give you a chance to earn some
money for school or what ever
which is something I know we
can all use.
·
As for where to go for information on taking the semester
off, talk to your advisor or go to
the registrars office. I am sure
they will be more than happy to
help.
P.J.

Libra(Sept 23-0ct 22)Money,
Money, Money, will it ever be
yours? It can be if you figure out

promulgated (pro-mu°J'gat,
pro'e /gat-id)Set forth'. made
known by open declaration.

00

Dear P.J.
l ,weuld like to take next
semester off, but I am not sure
how to tell my parents. I keep
thinking of all the money they
have spent, yet I know that I
need some time before I decide
to spend the rest of my life in the
field I have chosen. I also have
no idea as to where to get information on taking a semester off.,·
Signed,
Needs a break

Cancer(Jun 23-Jul 22)The end is
in sight. As exam anxiety sets in
don't worry! It's only a test.

•'Knowledge like timber'should:
not be used until well seasoned.,,
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...

Sincerely,
P.J..

A FeW. Thought s A Few Thought s A Few Thought s
By
Life is full of decisions
Take people's feelings into
Nancy Rob_erson
The ma· orit of the~ are
consideration.
Everyone has
Staff Writer
feelings, no human being is a
11 d e!sy t~ make but large
sma an do crop up every
'
.
.
d
decisions
once
cold fish.
See t he ot her person ,s
.sometimes y~u. have to o in a while. They must be dealt
point of view as objectively as
thmgs that are difficult.
.h L k
h'
f
possible Major decisions are
The easy way out is not always wit · 0 d0 dat mgsh r o.mbevetry
hard for. everyone
· h t way.
ang1e:_ ___
an ..,.ec1
ew
a 1....is__________
t he ng
es .
________
.
__ .........
___
.., ______________
__

~d

Also, no one wings it al~ne.
People have a network offnen?s
and support, and ~hey rely .on it.
To make a choice that
h 1s f;the
best _for you, ~ake ~ 11 t ese actors mto consideration.
Believe me, most people do.
. ...,.i-_...."""J..~-~.W.~§.o..WA....,.

,.,,_- - · - - - - - - - - - - - - , .... -----p---W'J'"'JW'r~~W~'Wr••Z..W...W_,_,_W__..__ ....ZW\9.\.11.. ..... W..-.w:-W\W\i.- ..... WZW.•••w.-....-.;.-:....,zw,.,.wrw:-._. ____ ..,.,..._....,. ___ _
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Word Twisters
EPM ID_N

ODDD l!ID

0~00000.

R· U E E T F

EJOCJE:ia~@

0

F X .R E U L,

0000 [!]:0

K. M . .E R S 0

/

\

H H L T·Y A. E

00[!1 000

Word Search

../

L..

•.
TEACHER: How long ca'n I
teach here for?
ADMINISTRATOR : Probably about

"-D D D D 0 0 D "
Last Week's Answer:

Marc~ runs

What comes when
out of gas?

OODDl.Jl~l.-~--~···'"·': .A}.~BIL~f.'-Pl~~~w.r.s.i',ic·

E ·Q S T L S T E P S.
Z M L S. K I N S R I
UYSAE XFMON
G .B H L S P R I N G
SPOTY PSLJN
EROCK SHEEP
X Z T S L E Q F ,R Y
1. Salt
2. Sex
3. Sheep
4. Shoot\
5. Sing
6. Six

1. Skin
8~ Smile
9. Spot
• tQ. Spring
11. Spot
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Classified Ads
Wanted: 2 females to rent apartment. 1 from May I st-August
31st, I from May 1st on. Own
rms. Parking. Furnished kitchen
and living room. Security deposit $120.00. $130.00 per month
, during school year. $115.00
summer months. Contact Cindy
or Cathy 697-6377

-

There's no
doubt you'r~ going
tomake1t1n
the real world,
but what
about your car?

, For Sale: First quality, very famous running shoes. Only
$15/pair. Mens al!d womens.
866-9836 (eves) or SERS office
A M's.
Racquetball Shoes: women's
very famous brand, first quality
$15 j pair. 866-9836 eves or drop
by SERS office AMs.

For s'ale: Realistic AM I FM stereo with two IO" speakers and For Sale: 1984 Fairmont 4 dr. 4
Technics cassette tape deck. cyL $1800. Call Tom (campus
Good condition. Best offer. Ask garage) 7:30-4:00pm
for Debi-Pope 138
For ·Sale: '18 Suzuki GS-550E.
Wanted: Two JUNIOR girls to excellent conCiition, black with
apply for student apartment. re~. and gold pi~striping;. !/4
Have four girls already. We're fam~g, sport mirrors, d~g1tal
fun folks, so if you're interested. geanng, crash bars_, contmenll 697 !518 ASAP
tals. Recently tuned up, 13,000
1
ca
·
miles. Call Mark aftt;r 7:00 p.m.
at 773-6080.

OBSERVATOR'Y
SCH EDU LE
Now that the Spring is here
the night is becoming decidedly
milder. This is a good time to go
out and, get some fresh air, and
while you're at it, do a little stargazing. There's quite a oit to see.
The bright constellations of
Winter are still fairly well placed
in the westemsky. The rest of the

April 16
This will be a dark and totally
moonless evening, On this occasion we'll attempt some of the
more challenging deep-sky galaxies available to us. Of course,
we'll also view the bright objects
as well, such as the Beehive··cius-

'
,
seen to best advantage this time
of year .. And dominating the
This will be another dark
southern sky is gigantic Hydra, night, -as the thin' cresent moon
the largest of_ all· the will. have set in the west before
constellations.
we begin our session. We'll con~,
Each section of the sky pres- tinue our dee-sky tour, looking
ents its own variety of deep-sky at galaa,xies. overhead and glo buobjects. In the west you'll find lar clusters in the east. We might
Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors.
many open star clusters and even try for Vesta, the brightest ·
Offers end August 15, 1985. For more information call Ford College Graduate
gaseous nebulae (the popular asteriod, which is at its peak
Purchase Program Headquarters at 1-800-321-1536.
Orion nebula is the most obvious brightness for the year. We'll
example.) Overhead is a region take a tour of the brighter conknown to astronomers as the stellations, and disc~ss the
"realm of the galaxies;" in this mythological history that gave
part of the sky the galaxies you them their names.
can see in a telescope's eyepiece
often ouynumber the stars. In
April 30
the east, the vanguard of
Summer's .s·~arm of globular
The moon, two days past first
cluster are jUst now making their quart~r phase, will dqminate the
first appearances of the season. viewing on this evening. This will
As April opens there are no be a good time to look at some of
bright planets in the evening sky. its mountains, valleys, and other
But -towards - the end of the delicate details. that are often
month Saturn will start to show- hard to see when the moon is
up. This is an exciting time to nearly full and at maximum brilview this planet, because its ring Hance. We'll observe its craters;
system is at a better angle for mountains, and so-called "'seas"
hazardous waste, acid rain, and L ..
viewing than it has been arany (actually huge plains of solidiD
ByB
local phone services. The weeecwis.
tl
th H
d
·
h' d d A s ·
oug1as enson
.
urren y,
e
azar ous
time t 1s e~a e.. s. ~rmg pro- fi1ed lava) , we,'II a1so loo k at
Staff Writer
kend reqmred a lot of work, yet Waste
Project
here
at
Brid
egresses Jupiter will JOm Saturn some of the brighter double stars
every one had fun also as the
t
St t C
h
g
.
.
f
.
h
h
S
'
and throng t e ummer t h ese that popu late t hes ky t h is time o
wa er
a e o 11ege as comstaff entertamed the students
.
two' gas giants should provide year. REMINDER: The obserPresently, MASS~IRG (the with their rendition of Saturda P.1eted a report on local landfill
.-:.. hours of enjoyable viewing.
vatory will open at 9:00 pm.
Massachusetts Pu?hc Iri~erest Night Live and students fro~ ' s1~es. The result of ~tudent s.tu~
Of course, the moon will be on
. Re~e~rch ~1roup) is running a each chapter put on different dies, as well as other mformah~n
· hand for two of. April's four
peu.ti_on drive here on. camp.'-1s. skits.
on. Haz.ardous Waste and Acid
weeks, starting out April as
Petitioners have been c1rculatmg
On Wednesday, April
stuRam
_will be presented on April
31
nearlyfull,then leavingtheeven Tlfere is a little boy from Seo- a~ound. the college. campus, de'll"N" .. frnm Bridgewater
23r? m the lobby of the Stude?t
ing sky to make its reappearance tland, who is dying ofcancer. His. either m the cafeterias, clru:s attended MASSPIRG's state- Um on where.
MASSPIRG will
as a crescent at the end of the simple request is to get into the roo?Is or dorms. MASSPIRG is wide Lobb D
h S
host
and
Environmental
Aware--"""-·
.
Guiness Book of World Records
urgmg all students who have
1 ay at t e tate ncss Day.
month. ·
·
l'or
receiving
them
t
d
.
·
·
b
.
h
0
1
House,
with
students being
Al
.
The observatory is open every J •
•
~ pos ~ar s.
signed the petition to ear wit
.
.
so at Tufts this past wee.
F th
Kappa Ph1 Omega is urgmg all
them
as
the
chapter
continues
briefed
by
members
of
various
kend
students
who
d
serve on the
clear Tues ay evenmg. or e to par11· · t
·
MASSPIRG t f'-1" b
f'+~ec- State'
.1 9 h
h 23
czpa e an d answer h.zs
the
dnve.
Three
weekends
s
a
s
a
out
e
Board
of
Dire t
weeks of Apn
t roug
M h 29 31
d
tive lobby techniques
c ors
11 b t ting the program at• dreams .
ago, on
arc
- ' stu ents
.
attended a conference to plan
for
~ ~~O ':ns a~ote however that HERE'S HIS ADDRESS· from B.S.C. joined other stu.In th~ aftern~on, s~udents MASSPIRG 's upcoming
· .P ·s . ' . b :
··dents at MASSPIRG's annual with their respective legislators agenda and MASSPIRG
Dayhght avmgs time egms on
Little Buddy
·
and urged them t
h
~ A iil 28 this ear so on A ril 30
spnng conference, held at the
.
' ? support t ~ee proudly announces that the
pd every w~ek ~hereafte~ we'll
P.O. Box 76
UMass-Amhe rst campus. The b1.lls- the ~olln~ons Penalties numberofChap terscontinuest o
~n
ning up at 9·00 pm The
Paisley Renfrewshire
weekend was filled with work- Bill, the Acid R~1!1 _Cap and the grow, as Springfield College
f~flb~~ng is. a w~ek-by:week
'
~hops,_ th~t in~luded ~opics from Consumer . Utiltt1es Board- ~ecently signed a contract that
. h dule of what we hope to see.
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E A TI N G D IS O R D E R S
Spea ker
"Understa nding and Overcoming Bulimia" is the topic of a free
program sponsored by the College Health Service on April
23,1985 in the S.U.B. at 7 p.m.
The speaker will be Lindsey
Hall, the co-author of three
widely-used booklets on the
gorge-pur ge syndrome . Ms.
Hall, from Santa Barbara, California, is a , recovered bulimic
who has appeared on. national televisiop as a sp~kesperson on
overcom ing ea ting disorders.Her booklets are used
nationally by more than five
hundred colleges and universities~. and, her lecture program
has received high praise by.
health care professionals and
bulimics alike.
Recent studies show that as
rpany as one of every three
college-ag ed wom.en engage
bulimia, a dangerous eating disorder which is characteriz ed by
eating binges usually followed
by vomiting purges. Bulimia is
an epidemic of greater numbers
than anorexia nervosa, a related
eating disorder, which will also
be discussed. It often becomes a
daily addiction and can continue
for an entire lifetime. Serious
side-effedts include dental prob-

lems , digestive disorders ,
impaired metabolism , ruptured
stomach or esopliagris, and can
lead to death from cardiac
arrest, suffocation; or dehydration. Emotional dangers include
social isolation, low self-esteem,
and secretive rituals and eating.
The program is intended for people with eating disorders, their
family and friends, and concerned professionals. The prese n tat ion includes factual
informatio n about the physical
and emotional symptoms and
common causes of bulimia,
guided discussions and exercises
on topics such as the influences
of culture and family and suggestions of things to do instead of
bingeing. She honestly describes
how her "diet" became an addiction, how she used it as a substitute for relationsh ips and
sexuality, he( exact methods of
bingeing and vomiting, how she
recovered , and why she is a
healthy, happy woman free from
food fears. Her insight and loving nature h~ve provided inspiration for many bulimics. For
more informatio n, contact:
Judith Deep
College Health Service
Ext 1252

Self-Exam ination
True/Fals e.
I nibble and taste as I prepare foods.

thing at the same time I'm eating.

I

2.

":'~i~,'.·•i\.J°.>if,, ~' '-','.,-

I eat when I'm bored.
I'm afraid of feeling hungry.

4. I tend to eat when depressed,
angry, anxious or emotional ly
upset.

15. Even though I'm not full, I
often stop eating when I think
I've had enough.
16. I've gone off my diet before
when given a hard time from
family and friends.

I always clean 'my plate.

17. When I eat out with
friends, I'm too embarrass ed to
q::qu~~t a special food in front of
them.

6. I never seem to have enough
time to prepare special diet
foods.

18. I'd. like to walk more, but
I'm usually short of time so I use
my car for errands.

7. I usually eat fast without
really realizing what I'~ eating.

19.
I.

8. I usually hit the cookies or
refrigerato r when I'm in the kitchen between meals.

20. I do fewer sports than I
used to.

5.

9. I try to avoid parties or places where I feel I won't.be able to
control my eating.

Even when I'm not hungry,

will often eat.

21. Food is on my mind most
of the time.
22.. When I've· done something
great, I reward myself with f oo~.

10. To me, dieting means never·
eating junk foods.
11. . I don't. think eating is a special event except at celebrations.
12. Because of the bargain, I
load up on salad bars and
buffets.
13. I don't eat my meals or
....-snack at any one time every day.
14.

I'm usually· doing some-

0
true answers you 're
perfect.
1-3you 're normal.
4-8you have some. problems with food.
9-13
you have lots of problems with food.
14-18
you· have serious
problems with food .
19-22
you have very serious
pro bl ems with food.

THE FIRST IMPRESSION YOU MAKEW ILLBE •.•
YOUR

RESUME

LET WORDEX HELP YOU TO DESIGN.A PROFESSIO NAL l:OOKING
RESUME THAT WILL MAKE THE BEST FIAST IMPRESSIO N ANO
LEAVE A LASTING IMPRESSIO N WITH A POTENTIAL . EMPLOYER .
LETTER QUALITY PRINTING ON LETTER QUALITY PAPER •••
A WIDE CHOICE OF COL.ORS AT COMPETITI VE PRICES.

well in school.
~~.·
Bulimia can cause heart or
kidney failure, a lack of nutrients
needed in your body, chronic
dehydratio n, and eventually
severe erosion of tooth enamel.
But for most bulimics, the mental anguish is the worst part.
They have guilt feelings over
lying and secrecy, over money
and food wasted, depression
·over how they feel about themselves, frustration from lack of
understanding the problem. or
fear of the scale or what they'll
see in the mirror.
To overcome bulimia it
requires patience, preseverence
and pain. The first step is recognizing and ADMITTI NG that
there is a problem and being able
to say to yourself "Yes~ I need
help." This in itself is the first
step towards overcoming your
problem. Don't expect miracles
to happen overnight . It takes
time, every day is a new day and
if you eat badly one day you
can't let it bother you the next
day. You have to take it one day
at a time.
Just remember--if you eat one
less cookie, eat one less spoonful
of something, you are helping
yourself. The first step is the
hardest.

Ms. Hall

SYMP TOM S
Have you ever eaten a lot and
said to yourself, "Oh, I feel so
fat, I'm never going to fit into my
clothes· or look good now''?
Have you then gone and made
yourself sick or took laxatives
because it seemed like a good
way of getting rid of what you
ate? Haye you ever wondered
how some of your friends can eat
so much and never seem to gain
any weight'?

surprised!
Did you know that if you
"pigged out" one night and tried
starving yourself the next day to
make up for what you did the
night before then you are showing signs of being bulimic.
l' It doesn't matter how often
~ou overeat and vomit or use
laxatives (once in a while, once a
week , on occasion or 3 times a

tfl•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••H••••••••1ii

~

day), and it doesn't matter how

If the answer to either of these much food you have
questions is yes, then maybe you
or your friend may have an eating disorder known. as bulimia.
Bulimia is an uncontroP able eating (bingeing) followed. by vom~
. iting, use of laxative's, or
attempts at fasting, (purging). A
bulimic can be anyone, (male or
female). It could even be uour
closest friend. You'd be

SUMMER JOBS

ii

$7 .50 per hour to start
Full and part·time positions available
\hH·.u~hc:.u\

Sou\\·w.i.'l'5h~n*\

Mi.'15t>. oncl '?..ho<lt.! ~

_\bland. No expe11ence nece~sar}'. Start now or

~onsumed,

---··•••H••ll UM,.•H••ua........,...,••••••..;

TYPING SERVICES
Resumes, Labels, Reports

Co11erletters, Thesis, Etc.
Done .on a word processor for
quick changes and/or updates.
Dianne 294-8240 · ($5.00. mi.-i.)

CAMP

VEGA

Echo Lake
Maine
wat~r

Caree r Placem ent Office
S. tJ. Bldg.
April 22
Hours: 10 am - 4 pm

skiers , or

'

Sign-up for ~ hour interviews prior to the above date.
Camp Vega (for girls) is located on Echo Lake, Maine.
Employ ment . dates:

June 21 thru Augus t 21
Salary Approx. $1000 for the season

Room & Board
Laundry and·'Staff Shirts
Include d

.3

11fter e)(l!ms. Some c11reer openings•. Call for. !
info/Interview 619..fl0.30.
:

a little m·ore than you wanted to,
enough so you're full you feel
sick, or enough McDonald s
food for three people. It doesn't
matter how often you eat or how
much.
Most bulimics are not overweight,· are from normal middle
class families, outgoing, ·and
social, high acheiver~. and 'do

Invites qual:fied gymna sts, sailors ,
arts & cr~ds applicants to the:

~

ii
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f~ET WITH IT!!!
t:.1•·..

~

Buy Current Paperback Bestsellers on Campus
Now Regularly Discounted 20% from Publisher's Prices

'

Sample.Va lues
From the New York Times April 14th list
Publisher's Price - $}.95

Bookstore Price - $3.16

Rosemary Rogers: The Wanton - No. 1 Fiction Bestseller
Joan Collins (Dynasty): Past Imperfect - No. 1 Non-Fiction Bestseller

Still on the list after many months
In search of Excellence, by Peters and Waterman
Publisher's price - ~
Bookstore Price - $7 .16

Special Value!
lacocca, by Chrysler's Lee Iacocca
Regularly ~
NOW $15.96

Bridgewate r State CoJlege Bookstore
Student Union
Mon. - Thurs.
8 am -5 pm

~\

Friday
"'o.S
\ti:>.
...oln
8 am - 4:30 pm ~ ();\l
1~

~::s:~~h
would like to thank you for ma.king Bud Break
'85 come alive from here all the way down to
the beach! Welcome back from a sunny, relaxing, safe and responsible vacation. And if by
chance we weren't able to greet you in person
with a free Bud Break poster over the break,
send for your.s now while the supply lasts.
Each poster is a bright, sunny reminder to
maintain that Spring Break attitude all the way into summer,
when you can do it all again ...

ANN OUN CEM ENTS
April 13--Women 's Softball against Framingham State College,
1:00 p.m.
Men's Baseball against Framingham State College, 1:00 p.m.
April 14--:~omen'sSoi"tbaHagainst Roger Williams College, 1:00

-

. pn
e u t1cu tura omm1tee 0 n gewater tate allege presents the film, Open City, to . be hosted by Professor
Robert Arruda of the Department of Foreign Languages, at 11 :00
a,.m. and 7:30 p.m. in the Dial Access Viewing Room on the
ground floor of the Maxwell Library. Refreshments will be served
at the evening show. The film is free, and open to th~ public.

"--~l'

April /7--The Russian Club of Bridgewater Stat~ College presents
the film, Jazzman, at 3:00 p.m. in the Dial Access Viewing Room
in the Maxwell Library. The film·is in Russian with English
subtitles. Admission is free.

·'
·~

Mail Orders to: Bud
Break Poster Offer,
5240 Oaklatd Ave.,
St. Lollis, MO
. >F: 63110

April 18--Silent Moves with Trent Arterberry is being presented
on Thursday at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Union Auditorium. The
pefformance will be a magical tour of mime with the pantomimist,
Trent Arterberry. The performance is open to the public. Tickets
are $2.00 BSC, $3.00 public and are avai1abie from the Student
Union Information Booth.

April 26--The International Student Association presents International Night to. be held from 8:00 to I 2:00 p.m. There will be
multicultural music, dance, anfi food (all you can eat) and all sorts
of fun. Tickets are $5.00 BSC students and $7 .00 for the public.
Look for more details in the April 22 issue of The Comment.

Through April 19--The Student Union Art Gallery Presents the
exhibit Kaleidoscopic Visions. The Studen~ Union Program
Committee presents this student artshow which is a collection of
selected art work of BSC students.
also The Anderson Gallery presents the'exhibit, Fiber Structures,
by Dianne Stanton. The exhibit consists of traditional and nontraditional baskets woven in splint and wicker with hoop and rib
techniques.
April 24-The Earth Sciences. and Geograraphy Club of .BSC
present the lecture,"Ionmic roprobe: A New Tool in Geochemistry" at 7:30 p.m. in the Science Lecture Hall. The lecture is free
and refreshments will be served beginning at 7:00 p.m.
April 21The .1985 Heritage Day ·Parade of Bridgewater State
College will take place on Saturday, April 27 at 12:00 noon. Thi~
fourth annual parade sponsored by the Student Government
Association of the college is'held in the celebration of the 145th
Anniversary of the College's founding.n The Parade will cover the
streets around the center of Bridgewater. Look for more details in
the next issue of The Comment.
kfay 5--Bridgewater Night at the Pops, Symphony Hall, Boston,
MA 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Bridgewater Alumni Association
in celebration of the 145th Anniversary of the College. All tickets
are at tables on the floor. Callthe Office of Alumni Relations for
details at ext. 1287. Tickets are $19.00 .. ·

Services Corp.) to cover
postage and handling for
each poster ordered.

"THOSE
-FAST-FOOD
FRIDAY NIGHTS
WERE

GETTING
TOME,
TOO.".

"It's not supposed to
be easy for college students. At leastthat's
what my boyfriend told
me. But I wasn't buying
it. I mean how many fastfood Friday nights can
you spend? But
we didn't have
the jingle in
our pockets to
go anywhere
else.

Until we discovered
TAC/TEMPS.
See, TAC/TEMPS
people understand what
it's like to be a student.
And they really do go
overboard to g~t you
.interesting work assignments. I didn't end up
with anything run-of-the. mill, nor did my boyfriend.
Thanks TAC/TEMPS,
we're dining on table:cloths now~'

~~TAC/.

mi:~~~ny

CLERICAL/SECRETARIAL,
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
AND ASSEMBLY WORK
NOW AVAILABLE. .
EqualOpportunity Employer.

FOR AN APPOINTMENT, CALL US, AT:
Boston, MA •...•... (617) 423~3000
Braintree, MA ..... (617) 848-9470
Cambridge, MA. . . . (617) 354-5202
Waltham, MA ... _.. (617)"899-7090
Salem, MA. . . . . . . . (617) 744-2216
Burlington, MA . . . . (617) 273-2500
Lawrence, MA .. , .. (6li')68H-0104
Acton, MA . . . . . . . . (617H~97:7(?69

New York, NY .....
Providence, RI.. . . .
Framingham,·MA ..
Worcester, MA . . . .
Quincy, MA .. . . . ..
Nashua, NH ....•..
Chelmsford, MA ; . .
Warwick; RI ....... ,

(212) 687-5213
(401} 272-5410
(617) 872-4100
(617) 753-0780
(617) 848-94 70
{603)882-4200
(617) 256-6465
(401) 272-5410

Philadelphia, PA.. . .
King of Prussia, PA .
Gaithersburg, MD. .
Arlington, VA.; ....
Vienna, VA ... • • . . . .
Washington, DC ....
Santa Clara, CA.,..
Hayward, CA ......

(215) 5684466
(2l5) 768-0300 '
(301) 963~9590
(703) 522-4988
(703) 893-5260
(202) 293-1345
(408J 985-2600
(415) 786-0971 ,

